
WOMEN’S DIVISION



This is an easy to follow, step-by-step plan that 
will help you get into the best shape of your life. If 
you’re frustrated with diets and gimmicky exercise 
programs, here’s your chance to try something that 
really works.

I can and want to help you get into 
shape! Since I created it in 2003, the 
Lean Body® Challenge has helped 
literally thousands of people all 
over the world to get into the best 
shape of their lives. Now I’d like to 
share it with you.

Once you have the right program 
and the right tools to help you 
stay motivated, the “get in shape” 
equation is completed, and you 
can achieve your body shaping 
goals. Mind you, it won’t happen 
without work. But, if you have the 
right map and you are motivated to 
follow it through to its finish, YOU 
CAN get into great shape.

Now, I want you to listen to this 
carefully…

No matter what shape you are 
in now, you CAN improve your 
body and, by extension, your self-
image! And in many cases, you can 
improve so much that your family 
and friends won’t believe your 
transformation.

There are two 
main reasons that 
people fail in their 
plans to get into 
shape.

Reason one: People 
simply start out with 
the wrong information

Reason two: People 
lose motivation

WELCOME TO THE

LEE LABRADA – CEO/Founder, Labrada Nutrition, IFBB Pro Bodybuilding Hall of Fame

WOMEN’S DIVISION



DON’T FORGET
TO DOWNLOAD THE 
TRAINING SECTION 

FOR THE TOTAL
LEAN BODY
CHALLENGE!

PART 1: NUTRITION GUIDE
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THIS PROGRAM 
WORKS
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

• It provides us with the most amount 
of nutrients for the least amount 
of calories, creating a slight caloric 
deficit which we all want in order to 
lose those unwanted pounds.

• With this program you don’t have to 
go hungry because we fuel the muscle 
while starving the fat with the right 
type of foods.

BEFORE YOU GET STARTED,  
WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU  
TRY THE FOLLOWING:

• Set realistic, but specific goals for a set period 
of time. 

• Determine how you want to measure your personal 
success and stick with this system. (i.e., Taking photos 
every 4 weeks, using a scale, fitting into clothes easier, 
or even using a tape measure to measure your 
progress)

The Lean Body® Transformation program is designed 
to be a program we can follow for a lifetime. The 
healthy habits that create our results are the healthy 
habits we should continue to practice to maintain 
them. Remember our goal isn’t to get in shape just 
once...but to change our lifestyle for the better. 
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YOUR JOURNEY 
BEGINS!

THIS PROGRAM WORKS FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
•  It stimulates muscle growth while helping to reduce body fat
•  You don’t have to go hungry while on this program
•  You learn skills to help make this a lifestyle

We are here to provide you with the right information; 
the same approach to food and fitness that we used 
in our own transformations. This approach has proven 
to work time and time again with all levels of fitness.  
The key to your success will be the amount of effort and 
dedication that you are willing to provide to reach your 
goals. We can give you the tools and this program to serve as 
motivation, but the true key to success will be all your own. 
We are here to tell you that if you see this through, you CAN 
and WILL get into great shape.

NOW, READ THIS CAREFULLY…
No matter what shape you are in now, you CAN improve 
your health and, by extension, your body! Our hope is that 

your transformation will be so astounding that friends and 
family will take notice and want to do the same. You are 
in a position to serve as the inspiration and motivation 
for many of your loved ones. Do it for them, but more 
importantly, do it for yourself!

THE DETAILS:
We recommend that you eat 5–6 small meals each day. 
This approach will help keep you feeling full and satisfied 
while providing sustained energy throughout the day.  
By following this plan diligently you will reduce body fat 
while shaping your lean muscle.
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“DETERMINATION WILL GET YOU THROUGH THIS”
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COOK AND STORE YOUR 
MEALS IN ADVANCE
We all prefer to eat foods made from 
fresh ingredients but in those times 
that you can’t prepare your meals 

immediately, having cooked and frozen meals on hand will 
prevent slip-ups.

TIP: Use small bags or plastic containers to create individ-
ual portions and refrigerate or freeze them. This makes it 
very easy to grab and go for work or when you’re on the 
run. It’s smart to invest in a small cooler for easy storage 
and convenience.

It only takes 10–15 minutes to eat. Everyone has a lunch 
break or a coffee break. With proper planning, “I don’t have 
time to eat!” should never be an excuse.

LEAN BODY  TRANSFORMATION

TIPS FOR SUCCESS

1.

WHEN EATING OUT, PLAN 
AHEAD
Familiarize yourself with menus from 
various restaurants, and try to pick 
restaurants that serve menu items 

compatible with the dietary recommendations here. If you 
have your meal selected before you arrive, no need to look 
at the rest of the menu. It’s a great way to avoid temptation. 
Speaking of temptation, say “no thanks” to the chips or 
bread while you wait. When ordering salad, ask for low-
fat or no-fat dressing and request it ‘on the side’. Another 
option is to simply request lemons and opt out of dressing 
all together.

PACK A COOLER
Always pack a cooler with food and 
carry it with you. Some examples of 
what to pack are: baked fish fillets and 
baked yams cooked the night before, 

oatmeal, protein powder, chicken breasts, low-fat cottage 
cheese, fresh fruit and vegetables.

3. 4.

PLAN AHEAD
This is essential if you’re going to 
succeed. Take a few minutes the night 
before to pack what foods you will 
consume the next day. Keeping a food 
journal can help make future planning 

easier, as well as help you stay on track! There are also many 
free apps that can help you track of your food consumption. 

2.
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DRINK PLENTY OF WATER
Keeping your body hydrated will 
help flush out toxins, improve your 
performance in the gym and suppress 
your appetite. The average sedentary 

adult should consume 2.2 to 3.0 liters, about 75–101 
ounces. This is approximately 9 to 13 cups per day. An 
athlete who participates in a workout program should drink 
about 8 additional ounces per 25 pounds of body weight, or 
a gallon of water a day (128 ounces).

5.

TAKE A GOOD  
MULTI-VITAMIN AND 
ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS
Find a good multi-vitamin especially for 
women. Essential fatty acids (EFAs) are 

necessary because we must get them through our diet and 
that’s not always easy to do on a daily basis. EFAs support 
hormone health, reduce inflammation and are good for 
your heart.

EAT EVERY FEW HOURS
Although there is no science to prove 
that eating frequent meals speeds 
up the metabolism, it does go a long 
way to help maintain energy. Calories 

are energy. What you consume will determine the kind of 
energy you provide your body. Eating every few hours will 
ensure that you have enough fuel at any given time.

7. 8.

MEASURE REALISTIC 
PORTION SIZES
Without measuring your food, it’s 
hard to know if you’re eating the same 
amounts each meal. We often under 

estimate or overestimate portions.

6.

PROTEIN CARBOHYDRATES HEALTHY
FATS
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CHOOSING
LEAN BODY® FOODS
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HOW MUCH TO EAT?
You have the what. Now it’s time for the how much portion of our meal plan. First, we’ll give you the scientific method, just in 
case you like numbers. For the rest of us, there is a no-brainer way to make sure we’re dishing out the correct proportions.

PROTEIN 
It is recommended that we consume 
close to 1 gram of protein per ideal 
body weight pound per day. So let’s 
say you’re ideal weight is 130 pounds, 

you should consume anywhere from 80-120 grams of 
protein a day. Divide this in equal amounts over 3-4 meals 
per day. That works out to be 20-30 grams of protein 
per meal.

Or you can skip all the math and keep in mind an 
important rule: the portion of protein at primary meals 
(breakfast, lunch, dinner) should be approximately the size 
of the palm of your open hand. 

Go ahead. Look at your hand and imagine the top of your 
fingers and thumb disappearing... There’s your protein 
serving size.

1.

SKIP THE MATH
Protein portion = palm of open hand
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CARBOHYDRATES
You need about 1 to 1.5 grams of 
complex carbs per ideal body pound 
per day. Crunch the numbers, and 
you’ll see that a 130-pound women 

should strive for 130-200 grams of complex carbs per day.

But if numbers aren’t your thing we have a great solution 
for you... a serving size of complex carbs at breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner should be about the size of your closed fist. 

2.

WHAT IF I’M “CARB-PHOBIC?”

If you feel that you are really sensitive to carbohydrates, 
just simply eat your “fist-sized” portion of carbs at the 
three main meals of the day (breakfast, lunch and dinner), 
and stick with a protein shake—and no carbs—during 
your mid-morning and mid-afternoon mini-meals.

SKIP THE MATH
Carb portion = closed fist
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VEGETABLES 
AND SALAD
Good news: no measuring required! 
You can have as much of these foods 
as you like. But remember our goal is 

to consume at least 1/3 of our total plate from vegetables. 
Also salads and veggies are amazing foods, but when we 
add more then 1 tablespoon of salad dressing we could 
be adding far too many additional fat calories. Be sure to 
check the label of your salad dressings. Balsamic vinegar 
and a tablespoon of olive oil with a little ground up sea salt 
goes a long way! 

3. 5. FRUIT
Fruits provide a tone of nutritional 
value while being a little higher in 
sugars when compared to their veggie 
counterparts. This doesn’t mean we 
should avoid fruits, It’s the exact 

opposite Fruits add great flavor and sweetness to our 
meals. Having 2-3 pieces of fruit a day can be a great 
addition to an already awesome veggie mix. 
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FAT
Add one tablespoon of olive oil to your 
salad or vegetables, and you’ve got it 
covered. Or maybe you prefer to get 
your fat from avocados, nuts, seeds or 
fish—salmon, for instance, doubles as 
protein and essential fat.

6.

ON PREPARING FOOD

We ask everyone to cook with minimal to no fat if possible. 
Baking, steaming, broiling, or grilling your food, and opting 
for healthy seasonings—such as spices, lemons & limes, 
and Balsamic vinegar are great ways to cook delicious meals 
while reducing the overall fat content. This will amplify the 
taste without amplifying the fat content of our foods.

SKIP THE MATH
Fat portion = thumb size
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WHAT ABOUT CHEAT MEALS?
Some of you might be wondering where a cheat meal 
fits into the plan and truthfully, occasional cheats are 
something you earn once you’ve reached your goal of solid 
commitment and consistency on a program but not during. 
For this transformation, we want you to keep cheat meals 
to a minimum. It’s understandable that life happens and at 
a wedding or birthday party you might want to join in the 

celebration and eat a little, but don’t overdo it, and then get 
right back on track. An occasional “life happens” situation 
is allowed but building cheat meals into your weekly menu 
can often be a slippery slope, its important to put our best 
foot forward.
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PROTEIN:
MUSCLE FOOD
Protein builds muscle, so the Lean Body® Meal Plan includes 
plenty of extra lean protein. It’s important to build your meal plan 
with a foundation of protein because protein makes us feel full 
the longest, feeds muscle tissue, and revs up our metabolism.

 CHICKEN BREAST
 –  boneless/skinless white-meat chicken  

fresh or water-packed

 FISH 
 –  tilapia

 –  cod

 –  halibut

 –  tuna

 –  *salmon 

 –  *sea bass

 (*Occasionally due to high fat content)

 SHRIMP
 PROTEIN POWDER
 EGG WHITES
 BEEF – LIMIT RED MEAT

 –  ground – extra-lean beef or round (92-96%)

 –  rib-eye – steaks or roast

 –  top round – steaks or roast aka stew meat,  

london broil, stir-fry

 –  top sirloin aka sirloin top butt

 –  beef tenderloin aka filet, filet mignon

 –  top loin – NY strip steak

 –  flank steak – stir-fry, fajita

 –  eye of round – cube meat, stew meat, 

bottom round, – 96% lean ground round

 TURKEY
 –  ground (extra lean)

 –  breast - slices or cutlets (fresh, not deli cuts)

PROTEIN LIST:
Portion size female 3-5 oz

For those who choose 
VEGETABLE PROTEIN 
sources, please see 
Appendix B1 on  
page 32.
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CARBS:
BRAINS AND BRAWN FUEL
Carbohydrates need a better public relations team. 

There is no macro-nutrient that’s been more vilified than 
poor old carbs. Even fat—the nutritional super villain—has 
enjoyed a popularity boost thanks to a resurgence in the 
Keto diet. But all types of carbs have been lumped into one 
group and blamed for the weight epidemic that’s rolling 
across the nation. 

That’s a shame, because our brains runs on carbs. If it’s 
not getting it from carbs in your diet, the body will start 
breaking down protein, and the easiest protein to break 
down is muscle. And as we’ve discussed, muscle is the 
metabolic furnace that’s going to help us lose the fat.  
So if we’re eliminating carbs, were basically breaking down 
our own fat-burning machines. 

On the flip side, when you overeat carbs, your body will 
pump out a hormone called insulin to keep your blood sugar 
within a certain range. Insulin also happens to be a powerful 
fat storage hormone, so your body stores the excess sugar 
as fat.

Low-carb diets such as the Atkins™ Plan seem to “succeed” 
only by accident; when we eliminate a complete macro- 
nutrient (carbs) from our diet we tend to eat less overall. 
Resulting in a decrease in caloric intake and overall body 
mass. Just because a diet works doesn’t mean it’s healthy or 
sustainable long term. 

The truth is not all carbs are bad. Simple, or refined, 
carbs—like cakes, white bread, crackers, cookies and 
products made from flour and sugar—yeah, they deserve 
the bad rap. But complex, or unrefined, carbs—for example, 
yams, lentils, oatmeal—are unfairly tarred with the same 
brush. These good carbs will not only give you the energy 
you need all day long, but they’ll also help you burn fat. 

What separates good carbs from the bad? Most refined 
(bad) carbs are converted to sugar very quickly. In addition, 
their naturally-occurring vitamins and minerals have been 
stripped away, which means they offer very little nutrition 
for the calories. 
 
Sources of unrefined (good) carbs, on the other hand, 
contain fiber, so they require more digestion and are broken 
down slowly. By eating protein with your complex carbs 
we’ll slow down digestion of the carbs, which prevents the 
carb-to-fat conversion process. This is why we should eat 
complex carbs paired with protein.
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CARBS/STARCH LIST:
**NO CARBS (starch) after 7:00 pm (approx. 3 hours before bedtime)

 BARLEY

 BEANS

 BLACK-EYED PEAS

 CORN TORTILLAS

 CREAM of WHEAT/RICE or RYE

 EZEKIEL BREAD

 FLATBREAD 

 KASHI™
 (or other cereal that is 6 grams sugar or less)

 LENTILS
 OATMEAL

 (minute or whole oats, no packaged oatmeal)

 PASTA
 (whole wheat)

 PEAS
 WHEAT PITA BREAD

 (low-carb)

 POTATO (white)

 RICE
 RICE CAKES

 (lightly salted or salt-free)

 SWEET POTATO or YAM
 TORTILLA

 (low-carb wheat)
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VEGETABLES:
FREE FOOD
Vegetables are free foods because 
they’re filling, so your appetite will 
be satiated longer. They slow down 
the digestive process, which means 
that the absorption of all our macro-
nutrients occurs over a longer period of 
time, which is ideal for the fat-burning 
process. In doing that, fiber helps keep 
our blood sugar stable and insulin 
under control. 
When you eat fiber rich veggies, our 
body doesn’t actually absorb it. In some 

ways, you’re only renting that bowl of 
fiber. Fiber’s main job is to take a trip 
through your body, grabbing as much 
junk and fatty acids and other nasty 
deposits as it can, then pass safely 
through the other side. Think of fiber 
as “nature’s Brillo pad,” scrubbing our 
insides clean as they work their way 
through our bodies. Clean insides 
means we’ll be able to absorb more 
of the nutrients and vitamins from the 
healthy foods we’re eating.

Vegetables are called “free foods”... 
because you can eat as many as you 
want. Please note that while veggies 
are free foods... dressings, oil and 
sauces ARE NOT! Those do contain 
lots of calories and can ruin your diet. 
Consume your vegetables raw or 
steamed. You may add a squeeze of 
lemon juice or Balsamic vinegar, plus 
salt and pepper.
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VEGETABLE LIST:
UNLIMITED VEGETABLES

Prepare vegetables by either steaming or 
grilling (may also eat raw). Stay away from 
anything sautéed or fried. Eat fresh or 
frozen vegetables; nothing canned.

 Artichokes
 Asparagus
 Broccoli
 Cabbage
  Carrots 

(only early in the day due to natural sugars)

 Cauliflower
 Celery
 Cucumber
 Edamame
 Green beans
 Leeks
 Lettuce – green leaf, red leaf, romaine

 Mushrooms
 Onions
 Peas
 Peppers
 Radishes
 Shallots
 Squash
 Spinach
 Sprouts
  Tomatoes 

(Garden tomatoes are approved all  
the time; cherry tomatoes are recommended 
early in the day)

 Zucchini
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ESSENTIAL FATS:
THE FRIENDLY FATS
“Fat intake” might sound like a strange 
part of a diet plan, but people need 
to become “fat conscious” or aware 
of the fat content of their foods. As 
with carbs, there are good and bad 
fats. Bad fats contain large amounts 
of partially-saturated, saturated and 
trans-fatty acids. You find these things 
in processed, fried foods, beef, pork, 
lamb, cheese, cream and butter. Want 

a shock? Pick up the packages of your 
favorite foods and scan the nutrition 
panels. Anything that is more than 
20% fat by calories means you’ll be 
overloading your body with more fat 
than you want. (More about reading 
these panels for fat content will be 
explained later.) Bad fats can raise 
inflammation in the body, which over 
time, can contribute to health issues. 

Good fats, on the other hand, are fats 
which are unsaturated (e.g., olive oil) 
and/or contain essential fatty acids 
(EFAs) e.g., fish oil, which our bodies 
cannot make on their own, but play a 
role in virtually every function in the 
body. EFAs are anti-inflammatory and 
promote health. Here are examples of 
healthy fats

flaxseed oil

salmon, mackerel, sardines

fish oils

walnuts, almonds, cashews, 
other nuts and seeds 

avocados

olive oil

olives

You can still get chubby on good fats. They’re not “free foods” by any stretch. But in 
small amounts, they’re an important part of our diet. Unfortunately, many good fats 
naturally found in our food supply are destroyed during processing and cooking. 
To make sure you’re getting enough good fats in your diet, add a tablespoon of 
olive oil, or a small handful of nuts to one or two of your daily meals. 1/2 of avocado 
works great also.

HEALTHY FATS LIST
HEALTHY FATS

FEMALE

NUT BUTTER
natural-style or 
organic (look for 
peanuts & salt 
only)

1 tbsp

OILS
olive, safflower, 
coconut, flaxseed

1 tbsp

NUTS
peanuts, almonds, 
walnuts, pumpkin 
seeds

10 nuts
(15g)

AVOCADO ½
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HOW MUCH FAT 
IS IN THIS THING, ANYWAY? 
With the Lean Body® Meal Plan, your fat calorie intake is recommended to be less than 20% fat by calories for the day. This 
means you have to watch out for hidden fats if you eat packaged food. Here’s an easy formula to figure out the percentage of 
fat in any given food. First, look on the “Nutrition Facts” panel of the package, and then do a little math:

You don’t need a calculator. It’s possible to “guesstimate” 
right there in the supermarket. As long you have your two 
vital numbers (total calories and the calories from fat) you 
can quickly figure out the fat content. In general, the greater 
the distance between the two numbers, the better. For 
example:

300 calories
260 calories from fat
There’s no doubt about it here—you’ve got a high-fat food, 
and you didn’t even have to do any division to figure it out. 
That’s because the two numbers are very close. But if you had: 

50 calories
5 calories from fat
That’s not so bad. Double the 50 to get 100, then double 
the 5 to get 10, and you realize that this food is only 10% fat 
by calories. With some practice, reading labels will become 
second nature.

Take the grams of “fat per serving” 
and multiply by 9. If there are 10 
grams of fat, you’ve got 90 fat calories. 
(Fat contains 9 calories per gram.)1. Divide those fat calories by the 

“total number of calories” per 
serving. Let’s say there are 200 
calories in a serving. Divide 90 by 200, 
and you get 45%. This means that the 
product in your hands is essentially 

45% fat by calories. Yikes. Put that food down!

2.fat grams x 9 = fat calories
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The easiest, most transportable and 
tastiest dessert you can eat is fruit. 
These aren’t free foods like vegetables; 
there’s still a lot of natural sugars 
in these little guys. But they’re also 
high in fiber, which slows down their 
absorption. If you keep it to a couple 
of servings per day—maybe with a 
mid-morning snack, or as an after-
dinner desert—you’ll manage to 
satisfy your cravings for sweets without 
resorting to fatty, sugar-laden, over-
processed junk. Hit the super-market 
or local farmer’s market and stock up 
on... 

cherries

grapefruit 

berries (blue, black, raspberry, 
strawberries) 

peaches

apricots

oranges

pears

plums

tangerines

apples

grapes* 

mangoes* 

melons (cantaloupe,  
honeydew)* 

dates* 

figs* 

pineapples* 

bananas* 

* Fruits marked with an asterisk are 
higher in sugar, and hence should be 
eaten sparingly. 

FRUITS:
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WATER:

SUPPLEMENTS:

JUST ADD WATER
There’s one last thing to add to your meal plan: 
water. Human beings need lots of water to thrive. 
We should strive to consume at least two cups 
of water with every meal. While also having a few 
glasses of water in between meals as well. 10 cups 
of water is a great goal to aim for each day. You 
should also get into the habit of sipping water while 
you work, play or exercise. Why? Since you’ll be 

VITAMINS, MINERALS,  
AND PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS 
Vitamin, minerals and protein supplements will be 
very helpful to you on the Lean Body® program. As 
the name implies, supplements…“supplement” our 
diet and make it easier to get all of the nutrients 
our bodies want. But they are not substitutes for 
balanced, whole-food nutrition. 

Vitamins and minerals are nutrients that we 
require to regulate the functioning of our cells, 
the conversion of food into energy, and the 
strengthening and maintaining of everyday 
physiological processes. They can be found in 

doing so much fat burning, toxins may be released 
from your stored body fat. Water helps flush waste 
products out. Water increases our satiety level, 
making us feel less hungry. Water is also essential in 
every metabolic function in the human body—after 
all, muscles are 75% water. 

Sugary soft drinks, and even fruit juices can erase 
your hard-earned gains. Stick with the H2O!! 

natural, unprocessed foods such as fruits and 
vegetables. 

But the vitamin content of fruits and vegetables 
is sometimes compromised by modern mass 
production methods. Crops are often grown in soil 
that has been depleted of minerals through overuse. Just to be on 
the safe side, you should take a good multi-vitamin/multi-mineral 
supplement derived from natural sources with breakfast every 
morning. This will help you to feel more energetic and help you 
recover from exercise. 
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PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS:
Protein supplements are beneficial because 
they make it easy to get high-quality protein at 
meals without a lot of preparation. They can help 
you comply with your nutrition program. Protein 
supplements generally fall into four categories: 
protein powders, meal replacement powders  
(MRP), ready-to-drink protein shakes (RTD), and 
protein bars.

Protein powders can be mixed in a blender with 
water or beverage of your choice to make a protein 
drink. MRPs come in handy, pre-measured packets, 
and contain not only protein, but carbs, fats, vitamins 
and minerals also, to make for a more complete 
meal/snack. RTD shakes are pre-mixed, and come in 
individual serving size containers that you just open 
and drink. This makes the RTD a perfect on-the-go 
protein supplement when you need concentrated 
nutrition and you don’t have time to prepare a meal. 
Avoid protein shakes in metal cans as they are often 
over-heated during processing. Protein bars are 
delicious alternatives to candy bars and desserts, 
but don’t overdo them. Some are high in sugar  
and fat. 

Be wary of over-the-counter diet and fat-burning pills 
and other supplements that promise benefits that 
seem too good to be true. They often are. Balanced 
exercise and nutrition is the key to our success.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR A HEALTHY GROCERY SHOPPING LIST
CHOOSE LOW-FAT/FAT-FREE, LOW SUGAR/SUGAR-FREE, LOW SODIUM SELECTIONS WHENEVER POSSIBLE

  PROTEIN
  CHICKEN (white meat) 

– boneless/skinless;  
fresh/water-packed

 FISH
• Tilapia, Cod, Halibut, Tuna

• Salmon or Sea Bass (occasionally)

  SHRIMP
  PROTEIN POWDER
  EGG WHITES
  BEEF (limit amount)

• Ground – (92-96%)

• Rib-Eye – steaks or roast

• Top Round – steaks or roast 
aka stew meat, London broil, 
stir-fry

• Top Sirloin aka sirloin top butt

• Beef Tenderloin (aka filet/ 
filet mignon)

• Top Loin – NY strip steak

• Flank Steak – stir fry, fajita

• Eye of Round – cube meat, stew 
meat, bottom round, 96% lean 
ground round

  TURKEY
• Ground – extra lean

• Breast – slices or cutlets (fresh, 
not deli cuts)

 HEALTHY FATS
• Nut Butter – natural/organic

• Oil – olive, safflower, coconut, 
flaxseed

• Nuts – peanuts, almonds, 
walnuts, pumpkin seeds

• Avocado

  DAIRY
• Cottage Cheese

• Milk – alternatively: almond 
or soy (unsweetened)

• Greek or Non-Fat Yogurt

• Cream Cheese

  BEVERAGES
• Bottled Water

• Iced Tea (decaf)

• Coffee (decaf)

• Crystal Light Pure

  CONDIMENTS
• Fat-Free Mayonnaise (occasionally)

• Ketchup

• Tabasco® Sauce

• Soy Sauce

• Teriyaki

• Balsamic Vinegar

• Balsamic or Raspberry  
Vinaigrette (Farm Grove)

• Salsa or Fresh Pico de Gallo

• Low-Calorie Sweetener 
(Truvia®, Splenda®, Nuctresse™)

• Steak Sauce

• Maple Syrup

• Jelly

• Chili Paste

• Mustard – yellow or Dijon

• Extracts (vanilla, almond, etc.)

• Broth – beef or chicken

• Tomato – sauce, puree, paste

• Pickles

• Worcestershire sauce

• Cooking Spray

• Applesauce (unsweetened)

• BBQ sauce

  COMPLEX CARBS
• Oatmeal (old-fashioned/  

quick oats)

• Potatoes – sweet potatoes or 
yams, red, baking or new

• Beans – pinto, black or kidney

• Ezekiel Bread (frozen section)

• Cereal (cold) – oat bran or 
Kashi® (< 6g sugar)

• Cereal (hot) – Farina (cream of 
wheat™) multi-grain

• Pasta – whole wheat

• Rice – jasmine, basmati, 
Arborio, wild, brown

• Rice Cakes

• Pita – whole wheat (low-carb)

• Low-Carb Flatbread

• Tortillas – corn or whole wheat
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  FIBROUS CARBS  
& VEGETABLES

• Artichokes
• Asparagus
• Broccoli
• Cabbage
• Carrots (only early in the day 

due to natural sugars)
• Cauliflower
• Celery
• Cucumber
• Edamame
• Green Beans
• Leeks
• Lettuce – green leaf, red leaf, 

romaine
• Mushrooms
• Onions
• Peas
• Peppers
• Radishes
• Shallots
• Squash
• Spinach
• Sprouts
• Tomatoes (Garden tomatoes 

are approved all the time;  
cherry tomatoes are  
recommended early in  
the day)

• Zucchini
  FRUIT

• Apples
• Bananas*
• Berries – blue, black,  

raspberries, strawberries*
• Cherries
• Dates* 

• Figs*
• Grapefruit
• Grapes*
• Mangoes
• Melons – cantaloupe, 

honey-dew*
• Peaches
• Pineapples
• Plums
• Oranges/Tangerines

  HERBS & SPICES
• Chili Powder
• Basil
• Ginger
• Oregano
• Dry Mustard
• Mrs. Dash
• Bay Leaf
• Sage
• Curry
• Cumin
• McCormick’s Onion Powder
• Rosemary
• Red Pepper
• Saffron
• Cinnamon
• Garlic Powder
• Paprika
• Marjoram
• Nutmeg
• Allspice
• Dill
• Thyme
• Tarragon
• Pumpkin Pie Spice
• Black Pepper

* Limit due to higher sugars
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Chicken Breast: 3–5oz

CARBOHYDRATES

5–8 oz potato OR 3/4 Cup Beans/Rice/Legumes

1 Tablespoon Extra Virgin Olive Oil

PORTION SIZES
WHOLE FOOD PORTIONS PER MEAL:

FATS

PROTEIN
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FULL DAY NUTRITION PLAN

MEAL 1: BREAKFAST
Consistency is the key. Finding a few staples that are easy to make 
is a great idea for breakfast. Try your best to reach your protein, 
complex carb, and fruit goals for your morning meal.

SNACK 1:
A small version of your breakfast is a great option here, or you can 
grab a Lean Body® Protein Shake, or Protein Bar. 

MEAL 3: DINNER
We’ve worked hard all day to keep our nutrition goal front and 
center, lets be sure to knock it out of the park for dinner. Plus here 
we want to make extra for tomorrows lunch. Focus on complex 
carbohydrates, extra lean proteins, and endless amounts of 
veggies, last but not least, some healthy fats, a tablespoon of olive 
oil with unlimited amounts of various spices  added in goes a long 
way over some delicious potatoes or rice.

SNACK 2:
It’s mid day, you may be getting a little hungry and this is where we 
don’t want to avoid those hunger pains while dinner is just a little to 
far away. Treating yourself to a piece of fruit and a protein shake or 
a small protein rich snack can be a great way to ensure you reach 
for the right portion sizes at dinner, reducing the risk of over eating.

MEAL 2: LUNCH
Left overs from last night work great here if you make extra with the 
intention of having it the next day. Of course your dinner is going to 
be right in line with your nutrition goals so lunch will be easy. 
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SUCCESS FACTOR:
MOTIVATION
If you recall, we mentioned early on in this guide that the two main reasons people typically fail are: starting out with the wrong 
information and lack of motivation.

THE BUDDY SYSTEM
Get a workout buddy or partner for 
accountability. Having a partner might 
be just the encouragement and push 
you need to stick with it!1. PICTURES

Collect pictures that motivate you and 
put them where you will see them 
daily. Consider taking it a step further 
and creating an inspiration board for 

those pictures with motivational quotes that you can put up 
for daily inspiration.

2.
KEEP A JOURNAL 
Keeping a journal is really great for 
tracking progress and for staying 
focused on your goals from day to day. 
A training journal is not only useful for 

marking off your exercises as you do them, but you can look 
back at them to see how far you’ve come. This may help 
motivate you on the tough days. A food journal is equally as 
helpful for tracking your nutrition progress.

3. START A BLOG 
A blog is a great way to announce 
to others that you have made a 
commitment and you are sticking to it! 
You might be surprised at the number 

of people who want to encourage and cheer you on. Who 
knows? At the end of your journey, your blog could serve 
as a catalyst to positively change the lives of many people, 
including friends and family.

4.
PROGRESS,  
NOT PERFECTION 
Many times when someone messes 
up on a diet or program, they will have 
the mentality that the entire program 

is blown. The thought goes something like this, “Well, I just 
messed up, so I might as well eat whatever I want and start 
over next week.” Keep in mind that your program is about 
progress, not perfection. You want to maintain a diet and 
program that can become a lifestyle. Don’t dwell on the past. 
Just get right back on track and keep going.

5. SET SPECIFIC GOALS 
AND TARGET DATES 
It is important that you not only set 
realistic goals for yourself, but that 
you also set a specific target date in 

which you want to have it accomplished. “I want to lose 30 
pounds this year” is not specific enough. Try something like, 
“By June 30, I am going to lose 15 pounds and fit into a size 
6 dress.” Pull out your training journal and keep marking off 
the days you work out, write down what you eat, and keep 
visualizing your goals.

6.
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“DON’T STOP UNTIL YOU’RE PROUD!”
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TOTAL TRANSFORMATION

Many challenges were faced, but overcome. I 
learned to take one day at a time, and if things 
were just too crazy, it’s okay to miss a day to 
get myself refocused.

I am the mother of 5 beautiful children, ages 8 
to 1. My life to say the least is very busy and at 
times overwhelming.

I would love to help encourage and motivate 
other mother’s that they too can take that 
step to live a more healthy and active lifestyle.

I fit into 2-3 dress sizes smaller than I was. My 
skin is radiant, my hair and nails have never 
been healthier. My energy, that is through the 
roof. 

Emotionally, I feel more balanced, kinder to 
myself and those around me. I am beyond 
motivated to inspire and encourage ANYONE 
who will listen.

JESSICA FORSYTH

BECCA PETERSON

JESSICA LOST 9LBS AND DROPPED 8% BODY FAT

BECCA LOST 17LBS AND DROPPED 9% BODY FAT
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GET INSPIRED

As a stay at home mother of two, I feel that I 
could help inspire other moms. 

I want them to see that just because we’re 
moms, it doesn’t mean we can’t have the body 
we want and live a healthy lifestyle. I want to 
show other women that we need to take time 
to improve our self-confidence and take care 
of ourselves. 

I also want them to see that by living a healthier, 
active lifestyle, we become tremendous 
examples to our children. 

There are so many physical and emotional 
successes, I doubt I can cover them all!

Physical success include: Being able to do all 
sets of my push-ups. When I started I could 
barely do 8!

I also loved supporting all the other 
transformation participants in the Facebook 
support group. It was extremely rewarding.

KRISTINE MORENO

KATIE ROBERTS

KRISTINE LOST 15LBS AND DROPPED 9.5% BODY FAT

KATIE LOST 24LBS AND 7% BODY FAT
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APPENDIX B - HEALTHY PROTEIN
MEAT/FISH/POULTRY 3.5OZ CALORIES PROTEIN (G) CARBS (G) FAT (G)

TOP SIRLOIN STEAK  180 30 0 6
TOP ROUND STEAK  190 36 0 4
EXTRA LEAN GROUND TURKEY 114 24 0 1
SKINLESS CHICKEN BREAST 165 31 0 4
SKINLESS TURKEY BREAST 135 30 0 1
SALMON STEAK (Wild) 184 27 0 7
HALIBUT 140 27 0 3
CANNED LIGHT TUNA (Water) 116 25 0 3
SCALLOPS 88 17 2 1
SHRIMP 99 21 0 1
VENISON 110 22 0 3
BISON 98 20 0 1
RED SNAPPER (Pacific) 189 35 0 3
MACKEREL 305 19 0 25
SARDINES (In Oil) 191 23 0 11
OYSTERS 59 5 0 2
MUSSELS 85 12 0 2
RAINBOW TROUT (Wild) 149 23 0 6
ANCHOVIES 208 29 0 10
PORK LOIN 123 24 0 3
GROUND LAMB 280 16 0 23
DUCK 337 19 0 28
NITRATE FREE JERKY 245 39 18 4 
(Country Archer All Natural Beef)

NITRATE FREE DELI TURKEY  105 18 2 2 
(Oscar Mayer Natural Hickory Smoked)

NITRATE FREE DELI CHICKEN 88 19 0 2 
(Hormel Natural Choice  
Rotisserie-Style Chicken Breast
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APPENDIX B1 - VEGETARIAN PROTEIN
NON-MEAT PROTEINS CALORIES PROTEIN (G) CARBS (G) FAT (G)

TEMPEH (3 OZ.) 173 17 12 6
SEITAN (3 OZ.) 90 18 3 1
SOYBEANS, COOKED (1 Cup) 173 29 10 9
VEGGIE DOG (2 Links) 64 9 2 2
VEGGIE BURGER (1 Patty) 124 11 10 4
LENTILS, COOKED (1 Cup) 320 16 37 13
TOFU, FIRM (3 OZ.) 70 8 2 4
TOFU, REGULAR (3 OZ.) 77 8 2 5
KIDNEY BEANS, COOKED (1 Cup) 225 15 40 1
LIMA BEANS, COOKED (1 Cup) 216 15 39 1
BLACK BEANS, COOKED (1 Cup) 227 15 41 1
CHICKPEAS, COOKED (1 Cup) 269 15 45 4
PINTO BEANS, COOKED (1 Cup) 245 15 45 1
BLACK-EYED PEAS, COOKED (1 Cup) 160 5 34 1
PEAS, COOKED (1 Cup) 231 16 41 1
QUINOA, COOKED (1 Cup) 272 10 48 5
TVP, COOKED (1/2 Cup) 160 24 14 0
BULGUR, COOKED (1 Cup) 151 6 34 0
EZEKIEL BREAD (1 Slice) 80 4 15 .5
PEANUT BUTTER (2 TBSP.) 188 8 6 16
ALMOND BUTTER (2 TBSP.) 196 7 6 18
ALMONDS (1/4 Cup) 206 8 7 18
SUNFLOWER SEEDS (1/4 Cup) 205 7 7 18
CASHEWS (1/4 Cup) 314 10 18 24
SOY YOGURT, PLAIN (1 Cup) 130 10 7 6
BROWN RICE (1Cup) 216 5 45 2
SPINACH, COOKED (1 Cup) 41 5 7 .5
BROCCOLI, RAW (1 Cup) 31 3 6 0
POTATO (1 Cup, Diced) 116 3 26 0
HUMMUS (2 TBSP) 50 3 4 3
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APPENDIX C - CARBS/ WHOLE GRAINS
  CALORIES PROTEIN (G) CARBS (G) FAT (G)

PEAS, COOKED (1 Cup) 231 16 41 1
SQUASH, COOKED (1 Cup) 71 4 15 1
SWEET POTATOES (5 OZ.) 100 2 23 0
POTATO (1 Cup) 116 3 26 0
LENTILS, COOKED (1 Cup) 320 16 37 13
QUINOA, COOKED (1 Cup) 272 10 48 5
BULGUR, COOKED (1 Cup) 151 6 34 0
SPELT (1/2 Cup) 294 13 61 2
BUCKWHEAT (1/2 Cup) 292 12 61 3
AMARANTH (1/2 Cup) 126 5 23 2
BLACK RICE, COOKED (1 Cup) 160 5 34 2
BROWN RICE, COOKED (1 Cup) 216 5 45 2
WHITE RICE, COOKED (1 Cup) 199 4 45 0
EZEKIEL BREAD (1 Slice) 80 4 15 .5
PLAIN POPCORN (1 Cup) 31 1 6 0
CORN TORTILLA (1) 58 2 12 1
OATS, COOKED (1 Cup) 145 6 25 2
RICE NOODLES (1 Cup) 207 2 47 0
WHOLE WHEAT BREAD (1 Slice) 69 3 13 1
SEMOLINA PASTA (1 Cup) 280 9 56 1
EGG NOODLES, DRY (1 Cup) 146 5 27 2
WHOLE GRAIN CEREAL (3/4 Cup) 110 3 24 1
COUCOUS (1 Cup) 176 6 36 0
SPAGHETTI (1 Cup) 197 7 40 1
WHOLE WHEAT PITA (1) 170 6 35 2
8-INCH FLOUR TORTILLA (1) 145 4 25 3
WHEAT GERM (2 TBSP.) 50 4 6 1
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APPENDIX D - VEGETABLES
  CALORIES PROTEIN (G) CARBS (G) FAT (G)

BROCCOLI, RAW (1 Cup) 20 2 4 0
BELL PEPPERS (1 Cup) 40 1 10 0
ONION (1 Cup) 61 2 14 0
TOMATO (1 Large) 38 2 8 0
ASPARAGUS (4 Spears) 151 1 3 0
COLLARD GREENS (1 Cup) 11 0 3 0
BOK CHOY (6 Leaves) 12 0 0 0
SPINACH, RAW (1 Cup) 7 1 1 0
EGGPLANT (1 Cup) 22 0 6 6
SWEET POTATO (5 OZ.) 100 2 23 0
CARROT (1 Medium) 31 1 7 0
POTATO (1 Cup) 116 3 26 0
PEAS, COOKED (1/2 Cup) 67 4 12 0
ZUCCHINI (1 Cup) 28 0 2 0
GARLIC (1 Clove) 4 0 1 0
CELERY (4 Medium Stalks) 24 0 4 0
ROMAINE LETTUCE (1 Cup) 9 1 1 0
CUCUMBER (1 Cup) 14 1 3 0
CHERRY TOMATOES (1 Cup) 27 1 6 0
MUSHROOMS (1 Cup) 18 2 3 0
CAULIFLOWER (1 Cup) 25 2 5 0
GREEN BEANS (1 Cup) 44 2 10 0
ARTICHOKE (1) 60 4 13 0
KALE (1Cup, Chopped) 33 3 6 .5
BRUSSELS SPROUTS (1 Cup) 38 3 8 0
SUGAR SNAP PEAS (1 Cup) 60 3 11 0
OKRA (1 Cup) 33 2 7 0
RADISHES (1 CUP, Slices) 18 1 4 0
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APPENDIX E - DAIRY/EGGS
  CALORIES PROTEIN (G) CARBS (G) FAT (G)

EGG (1 Large) 75 6 1 5
EGG WHITE (1 Large) 17 4 0 0
EGG SUBSTITUTE (1/4 Cup) 53 8 0 2
1% COTTAGE CHEESE (1/2 Cup) 82 14 3 1
LOW FAT CHEDDAR (1 OZ.) 49 7 1 2
PLAIN NONFAT YOGURT (8 OZ.) 127 13 17 0
PLAIN GREEK YOGURT (8 OZ.) 130 23 9 0
NONFAT MILK (1 Cup) 86 8 12 0
SWISS CHEESE (1 Slice) 30 5 2 0
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APPENDIX F - HEALTHY FATS
  CALORIES PROTEIN (G) CARBS (G) FAT (G)

AVOCADO (1/2) 154 2 6 16
OLIVE OIL (1 TBSP) 119 0 0 14
SESAME OIL (1 TBSP) 120 0 0 14
COCONUT OIL (1 TBSP) 117 0 0 14
FLAXSEED (1 TBSP) 55 2 3 4
SESAME SEEDS (1 TBSP) 52 2 2 5
PUMPKIN SEEDS (1 OZ.) 126 5 15 5
WALNUTS (1 OZ., 14 Halves) 185 4 4 18
ALMONDS (1 OZ, 23 Kernels) 163 6 6 14
PISTACHIOS (1 OZ, 49 Kernels) 159 6 8 13
PEANUTS (1 OZ.) 161 7 5 14
CASHEWS (1 OZ.) 157 5 9 12
PECANS (1 OZ., 19 Halves) 196 3 4 20
MACADAMIA (1 OZ., 10 Kernels) 204 2 4 21
GRASS-FED BUTTER (1 TBSP) 102 3 3 11
HAZELNUTS (1 OZ., 21 Kernels) 178 4 5 17
FLAXSEED OIL (1 TBSP) 120 0 0 14
AVOCADO OIL (1 TBSP) 124 0 0 14
GRAPESEED OIL (1TBSP) 120 0 0 14
COCOA BUTTER (1 TBSP) 120 0 0 14
DARK CHOCOLATE (1 OZ.) 155 1 17 9
PEANUT BUTTER (2 TBSP) 190 8 6 16
ALMOND BUTTER (2 TBSP) 196 7 6 18
CASHEW BUTTER (2 TBSP) 188 6 9 16
TAHINI (2 TBSP) 178 5 6 16
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APPENDIX G - FRUITS
  CALORIES PROTEIN (G) CARBS (G) FAT (G)

CANTALOUPE (1 Cup)  55 1 13 0
STRAWBERRIES (1 Cup) 46 1 11 0
BLUEBERRIES (1 Cup) 81 1 20 0
APPLE (1 Small) 81 0 21 0
ORANGE (1 Small) 64 1 16 0
GRAPEFRUIT (1/2 Large) 37 0 9 0
KIWI (1 Small) 46 0 11 0
PLUM (1 Small) 36 0 9 0
PEACH (1 Small) 42 0 11 0
NECTARINE (1 Small) 67 1 16 0
APRICOTS (3) 50 1 12 0
SEEDLESS GRAPES (1 Cup) 114 1 28 0
RAISINS (1/4 Cup) 109 1 29 0
PEAR (1 Small) 98 0 25 0
ORANGE JUICE (1 Cup) 112 2 26 0
AVOCADO (1/2) 154 2 6 16
WATERMELON (1 Cup) 49 1 11 1
RASPBERRIES (1 Cup) 60 1 14 1
BANANA (1 Medium) 105 1 27 0
MANGO (1 Cup) 99 1 25 .5 
PINEAPPLE (1 Cup) 82 1 22 0
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WEEKS: 1-2

WEEKS 1 – 2
MONDAY SHOULDERS, CHEST & TRICEPS

TUESDAY LEGS

WEDNESDAY BACK, BICEPS & ABS

THURSDAY LEGS

FRIDAY SHOULDERS & CARDIO

SATURDAY CARDIO

SUNDAY REST

Welcome to the first two weeks of 
the Lean Body® Challenge. The goal 
these weeks will be to prep and prime 
the muscles for heavier lifting in the 
weeks to come. The weight you lift 
with should be about 50%–60% of 
your maximum. To figure this out, try 
a single repetition of each exercise 
with the maximum amount of weight 
that you believe that you could lift 
one time safely. Then choose a weight 
either half that amount or slightly 
higher. (Ex. Maximum Dumbbell Curl 
= 15lb for one rep. Choose 10 or 

8lb to complete the set). The higher 
repetitions required in this first month 
will challenge your muscles without 
forcing you to lift too much too soon. 
Making progress is about progressive 
resistance and gradually increasing 
the weights. Be patient and trust the 
process. It is recommended that you 
keep a workout journal to track your 
weights and repetitions from week to 
week. Each workout should last about 
last about 30 minutes, depending on 
your skill level in the gym.

PRIME THE MUSCLES FOR HEAVIER LIFTING

2



“DETERMINATION WILL GET YOU THROUGH THIS”
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MONDAY:
SHOULDERS, CHEST & TRICEPS

Use lighter weight, about 50% to 60% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES 1 MINUTE

PUSH-UPS 3 10

DUMBBELL FLOOR CHEST PRESS 3 15

BODYWEIGHT DIPS 3 10

TRICEPS SINGLE-ARM DB KICKBACKS 3 15 EACH SIDE

OVERHEAD DB TRICEPS EXTENSIONS 3 15

REAR DELT DB FLYS 3 15

ALTERNATING FRONT DB DELT RAISES 3 15

STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES 3 15

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS
Stand with your feet together and arms 
extended in front of your chest. Jump out, 
spreading your legs and drawing your arms 
to the sides. Jump back to start and repeat.

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your feet. 
Only the balls of your feet 
should touch the floor. Keep 
your elbows close to your sides 
as you turn the rope. If you tire 
out before you finish the work-
out, drop the rope, but keep 
your arms and legs going.
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WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES
Start on the floor with your knees bent, your feet hip-distance apart, and your hands placed on 
the ground behind you. Lift your hips off the ground, keeping your neck in neutral position and 
your core locked. Lift one leg up and reach towards your toe with your opposite arm, keeping 
your hips up. Pause before returning to the starting position and swapping legs.

PUSH-UPS OR  
MODIFIED PUSH-UPS
With your body parallel to the floor 
in push-up position, place your 
hands slightly wider than shoulder-
width apart. Keep your abs locked 
in tight. Keeping your body rigid 
and your elbows close to your 
sides, lower yourself down towards 
the floor, then push powerfully 
through your hands back to full-
arm extension.

DUMBBELL FLOOR CHEST PRESS
Lie flat on the floor with a dumbbell in each hand, 
held above you at arm’s length. Keep your head, 
torso, and hips pressed on the floor. Slowly bend 
your elbows and lower the dumbbells to each side 
of your chest. Pause, then straighten your elbows 
to return the weights to the starting position.
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OVERHEAD DB TRICEPS EXTENSIONS
Stand holding a dumbbell in each hand and 
hold them overhead at full extension. Keep-
ing your arms close in beside your ears, 
lower the dumbbell in an arc behind your 
head until your forearms touch your biceps. 
Return back to starting position, remem-
bering to keep your upper arms stationary 
throughout the movement.

BODYWEIGHT DIPS
Keeping your torso as upright as possible, grasp the side 
of the bench with your arms extended. Bend your arms 
to lower your body while keeping the elbows tight to your 
sides. As your arms approach a 90-degree angle, press 
your hands powerfully against the bench to raise your 
body back to starting position.

TRICEPS SINGLE-ARM DB KICKBACKS
Hold a dumbbell in one hand while taking a 
split-stance position. Resting your opposite 
hand on your leg and lean forward. Extend 
your elbow to a full extension. Your upper 
arm should remain stationary during the 
movement. At the top of the movement, 
squeeze your triceps to get the most out of 
the rep.
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REAR DELT DB FLYS
To begin, sit on the end of a bench. Hold a 
dumbbell in each hand with your palms facing 
each other. Extend your arms in front of you so 
that they are perpendicular to the angle of the 
bench. Maintaining a slight bend in your elbows, 
move the weights out and away from each other 
in an arc motion while exhaling. Your arms 
should be elevated until they are parallel to the 
floor. Feel the contraction and slowly lower the 
weights back down to the starting position while 
inhaling.

ALTERNATING FRONT DB DELT RAISES
Start by standing upright with your back and torso straight and your 
feet shoulder-width apart. Take a dumbbell in each hand and rest them 
in front of your thighs (palms facing your thighs). Begin the movement 
by maintaining a stationary upper body (no swinging) while you lift/
extend one arm up and out in front of your body. Continue to extend 
the arm until your hand/elbow reach shoulder height or are parallel 
to the ground. Maintain a slight bend in your elbow and ensure that 
your palm is still facing down. Remember to squeeze the delt to lift 
the weight and pause slightly at the top of the movement before you 
lower your arm back down and repeat with the opposite arm. 

STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES
Stand with your torso upright and a 
dumbbell in each hand with a slight 
bend in your elbows. Your elbows 
should be close to your torso, the palms 
of your hands should be facing your tor-
so, and your feet should be about shoul-
der-width apart. Keeping your arms 
slightly bent and your torso stationary, 
lift the weights out to your sides until 
they are about shoulder level height 
while exhaling. Feel the contraction for 
a second and begin to lower the weights 
back down to the starting position as 
you inhale.
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TUESDAY:
LEGS

Use lighter weight, about 50% to 60% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT, FRONT LUNGE LEFT 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

NARROW DUMBBELL SQUATS 3 15

DB STEP-UPS 3 15 EACH SIDE

WALKING LONG STRIDE DB LUNGES 3 15 EACH SIDE

GLUTE BRIDGE ALTERNATING LEG EXTENSIONS 3 15 EACH SIDE

STIFF-LEG DB DEADLIFTS 3 15

DB HIP THRUSTS ON BENCH 3 15

DB GOBLET SQUATS 3 15

SEATED SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES 3 15 EACH SIDE

JUMP ROPE 3 x 100 REVOLUTIONS

WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS
Stand with your feet together, knees slightly bent, and 
arms at your side. Jump while raising your arms and 
separating your legs to the sides. Land on your forefeet 
with legs apart and arms overhead. Jump again while 
lowering arms and returning legs to midline. 

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Raise your right leg 
as high as you can as you reach for your foot with your left 
hand. Repeat with the left leg and continue to alternate legs.
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NARROW DUMBBELL SQUATS
Stand with your feet together, dumbbells in each hand and 
held close to your chest. Keep your chest and back flat, eyes 
focused forward. With your abs tight, bend your knees and 
hips as if sitting in a chair until your thighs are parallel with the 
floor. Reverse the motion by driving through your heels and 
pressing your hips forward to return to the start position.

WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS
Start by standing with your back 
straight, your abdominals engaged, and 
your hands clasped at your chest (or on 
your hips). To begin the movement, shift 
your weight onto your right foot and 
kick your left leg to the side. To perform 
the ‘kicking’ movement, lift your left 
knee to the side (away from the midline 
of your body) and without moving your 
upper thigh, extend/straighten your left 
knee to kick outwards. After the kicking 
motion, lower your foot back down to 
the floor to return to the start position 
and repeat on the opposing leg. Keep 
alternating legs after each kick.

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT, FRONT LUNGE LEFT
Start standing tall with a dumbbell in each hand if you choose to 
add them. Take a large step forward with your right foot. Bend 
both knees to lower yourself, stopping just short of your left 
knee touching the floor. Also be sure that your right knee does 
not extend past your right toe. Return to the starting position by 
driving through your right heel to propel yourself back. Repeat 
this sequence with the left leg.
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WALKING LONG STRIDE DB LUNGES
Starting with your feet together, take a 
dumbbell in each hand and hold them at your 
sides with your palms facing inwards. Taking 
a long step forward and landing heel first, 
bend both knees to lower your body toward 
to the floor. Stop just short of your back 
knee touching the ground. Push off and take 
another long stride forward with the opposite 
leg and descend into the lunge again.

DB STEP-UPS
Stand to the side of a bench or box, arms down by your side, holding dumb-
bells and looking straight ahead. When you’re ready to start, step your left 
foot onto the bench and immediately activate the left quad to drive your 
body up, jumping slightly into the air as you do so. Land with your opposite 
foot on the bench and place your left leg down on the other side. Reverse 
to repeat.

GLUTE BRIDGE ALTERNATING 
LEG EXTENSIONS
Position yourself by lying face-up on the 
floor (or exercise mat) with your knees 
bent and your feet flat on the floor. When 
positioning the feet, they should be 
approximately hip-width apart, and just 
beyond your fingers when you extend 
your arms down by your sides. Assume 
the start position by lifting your hips so 
that your body is in straight alignment 
from your knees to your shoulders. Begin 
the exercise by keeping your hips in this 
position, lift your left leg straight into 
the air, then lower your left leg back to 
the floor. Repeat with your right leg and 
continue to alternate legs. A weight plate, 
dumbbell or kettlebell can be held to add 
resistance to this exercise.
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DB GOBLET SQUATS
Adopt a hip-width stance, with the 
feet turned out as needed, cradling a 
dumbbell with both hands at your chest. 
Descend by bending the knees, refraining 
from moving the hips back as much as 
possible. This requires the knees to travel 
forward. Ensure they stay aligned with 
the feet. The goal is to keep the torso as 
upright as possible. Continue all the way 
down, keeping your weight in the front of 
the heel, and pause at the bottom.

DB HIP THRUSTS ON BENCH
Begin by resting your upper back on a bench. Place a dumbbell 
directly above your hips (use a pad across your hips if needed). 
Keep your hips close to the ground. Begin the movement by 
driving through your feet and extending your hips up vertically 
so they are parallel to the floor. Pause and squeeze the glutes 
at the top before lowering back down. Your weight should 
be supported by the bench, your shoulder blades, and feet 
throughout the movement.

STIFF-LEG DB DEADLIFTS
Hold a dumbbell in each hand in front of your thighs. Stand 
with your chest out and shoulders back, maintaining a slight 
arch in your lower back. Position your feet straight under you, 
about hip width apart, with a very slight bend in your knees. 
With a flat back, lean forward from your hips, pushing them 
rearward as the dumbbells slide down toward mid-shin level. 
Stop before your lower back starts to curve and rise back up, 
pushing your hips forward as you exhale at the top.
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SEATED SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES
Sit on a flat bench and place a dumbbell on each of your upper thighs. Raise your toes 
up on the ball of one foot and contract your calf muscle. Slowly return to the starting 
position. Repeat with the other leg.

JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, giving the rope 
just enough space to slip under your feet. Only 
the balls of your feet should touch the floor. Keep 
elbows close to your sides as you turn the rope. 
If you tire out before you finish the workout, drop 
the rope, but keep your arms and legs going.
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WARM-UP SEAL JACKS
Stand with your feet together and arms 
extended in front of your chest. Jump out, 
spreading your legs and drawing your arms 
to the sides. Jump back to start and repeat.

WEDNESDAY:
BACK, BICEPS & ABS

Use lighter weight, about 50% to 60% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES 1 MINUTE

BENT OVER DUMBBELL ROWS 3 15

SUPERMANS 3 15

SEATED DB GOOD MORNINGS 3 15

ASSISTED PULL-UPS OR TABLE PULL-UPS 3 15

STANDING DB HAMMER CURLS 3 15

DB CONCENTRATION CURLS 3 15 EACH SIDE

AB-REACH KNEE HUGS 3 15

SCISSOR KICKS 3 15

PLANK 30 SECONDS 3

CARDIO 20 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your feet. 
Only the balls of your feet 
should touch the floor. Keep 
your elbows close to your sides 
as you turn the rope. If you 
tire out before you finish the 
workout, drop the rope, but 
keep your arms and legs going.
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WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES
Start on the floor with your knees bent, your feet hip-distance apart, and your hands placed on 
the ground behind you. Lift your hips off the ground, keeping your neck in neutral position and 
your core locked. Lift one leg up and reach towards your toe with your opposite arm, keeping 
your hips up. Pause before returning to the starting position and swapping legs.

BENT OVER DUMBBELL ROWS
Grasp the dumbbells with an overhand 
grip. Keeping your knees slightly bent, 
lean forward at your waist until your 
torso is roughly parallel to the floor. 
The dumbbells should be in front of 
your shins. Without raising your upper 
body, pull the dumbbells up toward 
your abdomen. Bringing your elbows 
high and above your back, hold the 
dumbbells in peak contraction for a 
brief count, then slowly lower them to 
the starting position and repeat. 

SUPERMANS
With your neck in a neutral position, lie 
face-down on the floor (or an exercise 
mat) with your arms and legs extended. 
With your torso in a stationary position 
and your arms and legs both kept straight 
(but not locked), lift your arms and legs 
(at the same time) up toward the ceiling. 
Your back should be arched slightly, and 
your arms and legs should be raised sev-
eral inches off the floor. Hold for two to 
five seconds at the top of the movement 
and then lower back down to the starting 
position. Repeat.
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SEATED DB GOOD MORNINGS
Start by sitting on a bench facing 
forward with your feet together on the 
floor. A dumbbell should be held by 
both hands, behind your neck. While 
keeping your spine neutral and your 
back straight, begin the movement by 
hinging/bending forward at the hips 
as much as possible. Engage your 
core while slowly lifting to the starting 
position.

ASSISTED PULL-UPS 
OR TABLE PULL-UPS
Use the assisted pull-up machine 
for the level of assistance you need 
or use a barbell as demonstrated. 
Take a medium to wide grip on 
the bar. Pull yourself upward by 
contracting the lats as you flex the 
elbows. The elbows should extend 
wide as you attempt to get your 
chin over the bar. Avoid swinging 
or jerking movements.

STANDING DB HAMMER CURLS
Standing with your feet shoulder-width 
apart, take a dumbbell in each hand. 
Your arms should be hanging down 
at your sides with your palms facing 
each other. Keeping the upper arms 
stationary and without bending at the 
wrists, curl the dumbbells up slowly 
toward your chest. Pause here for two 
counts before lowering the dumbbells 
back down, making sure to keep the 
elbows stationary throughout the 
movement.
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DB CONCENTRATION CURLS
Sit on a flat bench with your knees and feet wider than 
shoulder-width apart. Holding a dumbbell in your right 
hand, brace your right elbow against the inside of your right 
thigh just above the knee. Place your left hand on your left 
knee for stability. Curl the weight up towards your shoulder, 
rotating your wrists in slightly as you do so. At the top of 
the movement, pause and contract before lowering the 
dumbbell slowly back down. Ensure your elbows remain 
stable and motionless at all times. Complete all reps on one 
side before switching.

AB-REACH KNEE HUGS
Lie flat on your back with your 
knees bent, your feet flat on the 
ground, and your arms stretched 
out over your head. Start the 
movement by contracting/flexing 
your abs and your hips while you 
bend your knees and bring them 
toward your chest. At the same 
time, raise your torso off the 
ground and simultaneously move 
your arms up and over your head 
to ‘hug’ your knees. When you 
return to the starting position, this 
is considering one rep.
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PLANK
Get into a push-up position with your 
forearms on the floor. Make sure your 
body is straight from your heels to the 
top of your head. Don’t sag, pike at the 
hips, or drop your head. Pull your abs 
in tight, hollowing out your lower abs 
without changing your body position. 
Control the position using the strength 
of your core and hold for 60 seconds, 
working up to two minutes.

SCISSOR KICKS
Lie down with your back against the 
floor (or exercise mat) and your arms 
fully extended and placed by your side 
with your palms facing down. Begin by 
lifting your legs up so that your heels 
are about 5-6 inches off the ground 
while keeping your knees slightly bent. 
To begin the ‘scissor’ movement, raise 
your right leg up towards the ceiling 
(at about 45 degrees) and at the same 
time lower your left leg until the heel 
is approx. 1-2 inches from the ground. 
Then quickly switch movements by 
raising your left leg up and lowering 
your right leg. Repeat the action for the 
desired amount of reps.

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL 20 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY
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WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS
Stand with your feet together, knees slightly bent, and arms 
at your side. Jump while raising your arms and separating 
your legs to the sides. Land on your forefeet with legs apart 
and arms overhead. Jump again while lowering arms and 
returning legs to midline. 

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Raise your right leg 
as high as you can as you reach for your foot with your left 
hand. Repeat with the left leg and continue to alternate legs.

THURSDAY:
LEGS

Use lighter weight, about 50% to 60% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT, FRONT LUNGE LEFT 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

SHOULDER-WIDTH DUMBBELL SQUATS 3 15

STIFF-LEG DB DEADLIFTS 3 15

JUMP SQUATS 3 10

STATIONARY DB LUNGES 3 15 EACH SIDE

SINGLE-LEG DB SQUATS 3 15 EACH SIDE

STABILITY BALL HAMSTRING CURLS 3 10

SEATED SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES 3 15 EACH SIDE

JUMP ROPE 3 x 100 REVOLUTIONS
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WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS
Start by standing with your back 
straight, your abdominals engaged, and 
your hands clasped at your chest (or on 
your hips). To begin the movement, shift 
your weight onto your right foot and 
kick your left leg to the side. To perform 
the ‘kicking’ movement, lift your left 
knee to the side (away from the midline 
of your body) and without moving your 
upper thigh, extend/straighten your left 
knee to kick outwards. After the kicking 
motion, lower your foot back down to 
the floor to return to the start position 
and repeat on the opposing leg. Keep 
alternating legs after each kick.

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT, FRONT LUNGE LEFT
Start standing tall with a dumbbell in each hand if you choose to 
add them. Take a large step forward with your right foot. Bend 
both knees to lower yourself, stopping just short of your left 
knee touching the floor. Also be sure that your right knee does 
not extend past your right toe. Return to the starting position by 
driving through your right heel to propel yourself back. Repeat 
this sequence with the left leg.

SHOULDER-WIDTH DUMBBELL SQUATS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and a dumbbell 
in each hand. Keep your chest and back in a neutral 
position and eyes focused forward. With your abs tight, 
bend your knees and hips as if sitting in a chair until your 
thighs are parallel with the floor. Reverse the movement 
by pushing through your heels and driving your hips 
forward to return to the start position. Squeeze your 
glutes at the top of the movement. Repeat the movement 
for the recommended reps.
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JUMP SQUATS
Stand with your hands clasped in front of your chest and feet 
hip-width apart, push your hips into a quarter squat position. 
Drive your hips forward and up to get height off the floor. As 
your feet contact the ground, absorb the impact through your 
legs into a squat position and jump again.

STIFF-LEG DB DEADLIFTS
Hold a dumbbell in each hand in front of your thighs. Stand 
with your chest out and shoulders back, maintaining a slight 
arch in your lower back. Position your feet straight under you, 
about hip width apart, with a very slight bend in your knees. 
With a flat back, lean forward from your hips, pushing them 
rearward as the dumbbells slide down toward mid-shin level. 
Stop before your lower back starts to curve and rise back up, 
pushing your hips forward as you exhale at the top. 

STATIONARY DB LUNGES
Holding a dumbbell in each hand at your 
sides, stand up tall and lock your core in 
tight. Take a large step forward with one 
foot, then bend both knees until your back 
knee is just off the ground. From here, 
press through your front heel and return 
to the starting position. Complete all reps 
on one leg before alternating sides.
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SINGLE-LEG DB SQUATS
Stand on one leg while holding a dumbbell in each hand, 
hanging by your sides. Bring the dumbbells in front of you 
for balance and then lower down into a squat position while 
keeping the non-working leg behind you with your foot off the 
floor. Drive back up into the starting position.

STABILITY BALL HAMSTRING CURLS
Start on your back with a stability ball close to your hips. Place 
your feet on top of the stability ball and in the middle. Keep 
your hands by your side for balance. Drive your hips up into 
a bridge and pull your heels in towards your glutes before 
slowly releasing your legs back into the start position.

SEATED SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES
Sit on a flat bench and place a dumbbell on each of 
your upper thighs. Raise your toes up on the ball of one 
foot and contract your calf muscle. Slowly return to the 
starting position. Repeat with the other leg.

JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your feet. 
Only the balls of your feet 
should touch the floor. Keep 
elbows close to your sides as 
you turn the rope. If you tire out 
before you finish the workout, 
drop the rope, but keep your 
arms and legs going.
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FRIDAY:
SHOULDERS & CARDIO

Use lighter weight, about 50% to 60% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES 1 MINUTE

REAR DELT DUMBBELL RAISE ON STABILITY BALL 3 15

UPRIGHT DB ROWS 3 15

OVERHEAD DB PRESS 3 15

SEATED DB LATERAL RAISES 3 15

DB ARNOLD PRESS 3 15

CARDIO 30 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS
Stand with your feet together and arms 
extended in front of your chest. Jump out, 
spreading your legs and drawing your arms 
to the sides. Jump back to start and repeat.

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your feet. 
Only the balls of your feet 
should touch the floor. Keep 
your elbows close to your sides 
as you turn the rope. If you 
tire out before you finish the 
workout, drop the rope, but 
keep your arms and legs going.
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WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES
Start on the floor with your knees bent, your feet hip-distance apart, and your hands 
placed on the ground behind you. Lift your hips off the ground, keeping your neck 
in neutral position and your core locked. Lift one leg up and reach towards your toe 
with your opposite arm, keeping your hips up. Pause before returning to the starting 
position and swapping legs.

UPRIGHT DB ROWS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, holding a pair 
of dumbbells in front of your thighs with an overhand 
grip. Keep your knees slightly bent and your head 
straight and abs tight. Flex your shoulders and pull the 
dumbbells straight up toward your chin, bringing your 
elbows high (they’ll point out to the sides at the top), 
then lower and repeat. Keep the dumbbells close to 
your body during the entire movement, with your torso 
erect and the natural curve in your spine maintained 
throughout the exercise.

REAR DELT DUMBBELL RAISE ON STABILITY BALL
Start off by lying face-down on a stability ball with the ball positioned 
between your hips and under your chest. Your arms should hang 
down in front, holding a dumbbell in each hand. Your body should 
be in alignment and at a slight upward angle, depending on the 
size of the ball. With a flat back, begin the movement by lifting the 
dumbbells out to your sides, to shoulder-height. Ensure your elbows 
are slightly bent and palms facing the ground. Hold for 1-2 seconds 
at the top of the movement before slowly lowering the weights and 
repeating the action.
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SEATED DB LATERAL RAISES
Sit on a bench with back support 
with your feet firmly on the floor. 
Hold the dumbbells with your palms 
facing in and your arms straight 
down at your sides. Your feet should 
be about shoulder-width apart. 
Keeping your arms straight and the 
torso stationary. Lift the weights out 
to your sides until they are about 
shoulder level height while exhaling. 
Feel the contraction for a second 
and begin to lower the weights back 
down to the starting position while 
inhaling.

OVERHEAD DB PRESS
Hold a pair of dumbbells wider than shoulder-width with a palms-forward 
grip, elbows pointing down and outward, and the dumbbells at shoulder 
level. In a smooth, strong motion, press the dumbbells straight up to just 
short of the elbow lockout. Squeeze and lower the dumbbells to the starting 
position with a controlled movement.
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SATURDAY:
CARDIO

EXERCISE DURATION

CARDIO 30-45 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

SUNDAY:
REST

REST

REST

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL 30 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY

DB ARNOLD PRESS
Start in an upright standing position. Ensure your chest is up, back straight, feet shoulder-width apart, 
core switched on, and your knees are slightly bent. Begin the movement by holding a dumbbell in 
each hand with your elbows bent and at shoulder height. Your palms should be facing your body and 
positioned in front of your shoulders. Slowly turn/twist your wrists so that your palms are now facing 
away from your body while simultaneously raising the dumbbells above your head until your arms are 
almost fully extended. Without pausing at the top of the movement, lower the dumbbells back down 
to the start position. As you lower the dumbbells, remember to turn your wrists back until your palms 
are facing your body once again.
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WEEKS 3 – 4
MONDAY SHOULDERS, CHEST & TRICEPS

TUESDAY LEGS

WEDNESDAY BACK, BICEPS & ABS

THURSDAY LEGS

FRIDAY SHOULDERS & CARDIO

SATURDAY CARDIO

SUNDAY REST

As we finish up the first two weeks 
where the goal was to prep and 
prime the muscles for heavier lifting, 
We hope you stayed consistent and 
you’re noticing improved dexterity 
and endurance. For weeks 3 and 4, 
we enter the hypertrophy (muscle 
growth) phase of the challenge, which 
will continue beyond week 4 when we 
introduce more training techniques. 
For now we will focus on traditional 
sets of 3 with 10 to 12 repetitions (reps). 
This range of reps and sets has been 
scientifically proven to promote 
muscle growth, provided you lift with 
enough intensity to do so. This means 
that for this portion of the exercises 
you will want to lift at least 70 – 80% 

of your 1 rep maximum (how heavy 
you can lift for a single repetition), 
pushing yourself when possible to lift 
more. Just be sure to never sacrifice 
form and keep the movements slow 
and controlled. When lifting to grow 
muscle, which is so integral to reducing 
body fat, it is often a good idea to have 
a friend spot you so that you are safely 
able to push your body to the next 
level. It is also a good idea to track your 
weight and repetitions from week to 
week. If you are working out at home 
and only have a few sets of dumbbells, 
you can increase the intensity by 
slowing down the exercise and really 
focusing on contracting the muscles 
throughout the entire movement.

WEEKS: 3-4
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MONDAY:
SHOULDERS, CHEST & TRICEPS

Increase weight to about 70% to 80% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE PUSH-UPS TO FAILURE

DUMBBELL INCLINE FLYS ON STABILITY BALL 3 10

DB FLOOR CHEST PRESS 3 10

NARROW PUSH-UPS 3 10

DB SHOULDER PRESS WITH TRICEPS EXTENSION 3 10

SKULLCRUSHERS 3 10

SINGLE-ARM DB ARNOLD PRESS 3 10 EACH SIDE

FRONT DELT DB RAISE TO “T” 3 10

BENT OVER REAR DELT DB FLYS 3 10

WARM-UP – SIDE-TO-SIDE PUSH-UPS
Start by assuming a push-up position, ensuring that your body is in straight alignment, arms are extended/straight, and your 
hands are placed outside of shoulder-width. Begin the movement by flexing/bending the elbows and at the same time leaning 
to the right side while you lower your torso to the ground. To return to the start position, extend your elbows and push 
yourself back to a center position by pushing through the chest. Continue the movement by lowering yourself to the left side 
and then return to the starting ‘center’ position again. Alternate to each side until the set is complete.

DUMBBELL INCLINE FLYS ON STABILITY BALL
Start by rolling backward onto a stability ball, holding a dumbbell 
in each hand close to the chest (palms facing each other). Ensure 
that your back and shoulder blades resting on top of the stability 
ball (back is extended). Position your knees so that they are flexed 
at a 90-degree angle and your feet are flat on the floor. Once you 
are in position and your abdominals are switched on, reach the 
dumbbells directly up towards the ceiling so that your arms are 
extended but the elbows are not locked out. Begin the movement 
by slowly lowering the dumbbells out to the side, keeping a slight 
bend in your elbows. Once your arms are positioned horizontally 
to the ground, reverse the movement by bringing your arms back 
up (using your pectoralis muscles) towards the ceiling and back to 
the starting position.
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NARROW PUSH-UPS
With your body parallel to 
the floor in push-up position, 
place your hands slightly 
narrower than shoulder-width 
apart. Keep your abs locked 
in tight. Keeping your body 
rigid and your elbows close 
to your sides, lower yourself 
down towards the floor, then 
push powerfully through 
your hands back to full-arm 
extension.

DB SHOULDER PRESS WITH 
TRICEPS EXTENSION
To get into the starting position raise the 
dumbbells so that they are positioned 
on either side of your shoulders. Begin 
the movement by pushing the weight 
up and overhead so that the dumbbells 
come together at the top of the 
movement. Ensure your arms are fully 
extended. At the top of the movement, 
keep your arms close in beside your 
ears, then lower the dumbbells in an arc 
behind your head until your forearms 
touch your biceps. Return back to 
starting position, remembering to keep 
your upper arms stationary throughout 
the movement. Lower the dumbbells 
down to your shoulders and then 
repeat the movement for the desired 
number of reps.

DUMBBELL FLOOR 
CHEST PRESS
Lie flat on the floor with a dumbbell 
in each hand, held above you at 
arm’s length. Keep your head, torso, 
and hips pressed on the floor. 
Slowly bend your elbows and lower 
the dumbbells to each side of your 
chest. Pause, then straighten your 
elbows to return the weights to the 
starting position.
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SINGLE-ARM DB ARNOLD PRESS
Start by standing with your back straight, knees slightly bent, your feet shoulder-width apart. 
Hold a dumbbell in one arm with your elbow bent and at shoulder height. The palm of your 
hand is facing your body and is positioned in front of your shoulder. Turn/twist your wrist so 
that your palm is now facing forward while simultaneously raising the dumbbell overhead. 
Without pausing at the top of the movement, lower the dumbbell back down to the start 
position. As you lower the dumbbell, remember to turn your wrist back until your palm is 
facing your body once again. Once you have completed the desired amount of reps on one 
arm, repeat the exercise with the opposite arm.

SKULLCRUSHERS
Hold one dumbbell by the ends with both hands. Lie on your back with 
your arms straight in front of you. Keep your elbows in line with your 
shoulders and your thumbs facing to the back. Bend your elbows to 
take the dumbbell towards your forehead and ears. Make sure your 
triceps are doing all the work. Control the movement throughout the 
entire rep. Once they have reached full range, squeeze your triceps 
and pull the dumbbells back to a straight-arm position.
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BENT OVER REAR DELT DB FLYS
Holding a dumbbell in each hand, hinge/bend at the waist and keep your back 
straight. With your head/eyes facing forward, lift the dumbbells out to the side 
until your arms are parallel to the floor. Hold the contraction for a second at 
the top of the movement. Then, slowly lower the dumbbells back to the starting 
position.

FRONT DELT DB RAISE TO “T”
Start by standing upright with 
your back and torso straight and 
feet shoulder-width apart. Hold 
a dumbbell in each hand and 
rest them by your sides. Begin 
the movement by maintaining a 
stationary upper body (no swinging) 
while you lift/extend both arms up 
in front of your body, palms facing 
down. Continue to extend the arms 
until your hands/elbows reach 
shoulder height or are parallel to 
the ground. Ensure there is a slight 
bend in the elbows. Remember to 
squeeze the delts to lift the weight 
and pause slightly at the top. Then 
open to a “T” before you lower your 
arms back down and repeat the 
action.
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WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS
Stand with your feet together, knees slightly bent, and 
arms at your side. Jump while raising your arms and 
separating your legs to the sides. Land on your forefeet 
with legs apart and arms overhead. Jump again while 
lowering arms and returning legs to midline. 

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Raise your right leg 
as high as you can as you reach for your foot with your left 
hand. Repeat with the left leg and continue to alternate legs.

TUESDAY:
LEGS

Increase weight to about 70% to 80% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGES 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

DUMBBELL CURTSY LUNGES 3 10 EACH SIDE

DB WIDE STANCE SQUATS 3 10

ALTERNATING SIDE LATERAL LUNGES 3 10 EACH SIDE

GLUTE BRIDGE ALTERNATING LEG EXTENSIONS 3 10 EACH SIDE

SINGLE-LEG DB DEADLIFTS 3 10 EACH SIDE

QUADRUPED KICKBACK TO SIDE-LEG SWING 3 10 EACH SIDE

FROG PUMPS 3 20

STANDING SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES 3 20 EACH SIDE

SEATED SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES 3 20 EACH SIDE
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DUMBBELL CURTSY LUNGES
Start in a standing position with your feet shoulder-width apart 
and holding a dumbbell in each hand by your sides. Your chest 
should be kept up, your back should be in a neutral position, and 
your shoulders retracted back. Begin the movement by stepping 
your left leg backward into an adapted lunge position – your foot 
crosses behind and to the right of your front leg rather than going 
straight back. Bend both knees to lower yourself, making sure 
your front knee doesn’t go beyond your toes. Stop just short of 
your rear knee touching the floor. Push through the heel of your 
front foot and return yourself to the starting position. Repeat the 
adapted lunge movement on the opposite leg.

WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS
Start by standing with your back 
straight, your abdominals engaged, and 
your hands clasped at your chest (or on 
your hips). To begin the movement, shift 
your weight onto your right foot and 
kick your left leg to the side. To perform 
the ‘kicking’ movement, lift your left 
knee to the side (away from the midline 
of your body) and without moving your 
upper thigh, extend/straighten your left 
knee to kick outwards. After the kicking 
motion, lower your foot back down to 
the floor to return to the start position 
and repeat on the opposing leg. Keep 
alternating legs after each kick.

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGES
Start standing tall with your hands on your hips. Take a large step 
forward and bend both knees to lower yourself, making sure your 
front knee doesn’t go beyond your toes. Stop just short of your 
rear knee touching the floor. Push through the heel of your front 
foot to raise up to an almost straight-legged position, then bend 
both knees as you lower yourself again. Repeat this motion for all 
reps on this side. Once you complete all reps with that leg forward, 
switch legs and repeat to the left side.
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DB WIDE STANCE SQUATS
Begin by positioning your feet in a wide stance with your toes 
slightly pointed outwards. Hold a dumbbell in each hand and 
bend your arms to your chest, ensuring that your neck and 
back are straight. Begin the squatting movement downward 
while keeping your knees aligned in the same direction as 
your toes (this may require the knees to travel forward). 
Squat down until your upper thighs become parallel to 
the floor and pause at the bottom of the movement for 
1-2 seconds. Push through the floor with your heels and 
squeeze your glutes to return to the starting position but 
do not lock out the knees. Repeat the action for the desired 
number of repetitions.

NOTE: Weights can 
also be held down 
by your sides.

GLUTE BRIDGE ALTERNATING LEG EXTENSIONS
Position yourself by lying face-up on the floor (or exercise mat) with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. When positioning 
the feet, they should be approximately hip-width apart, and just beyond your fingers when you extend your arms down by your sides. 
Assume the start position by lifting your hips so that your body is in straight alignment from your knees to your shoulders. Begin the 
exercise by keeping your hips in this position, lift your left leg straight into the air, then lower your left leg back to the floor. Repeat 
with your right leg and continue to alternate legs. A weight plate, dumbbell or kettlebell can be held to add resistance to this exercise.

ALTERNATING SIDE LATERAL LUNGES 
Start by standing with your feet shoulder-width apart. 
Begin the movement by stepping out to the right with 
your right leg. Once your foot reaches the ground, begin 
to bend your knee and sit back to lower yourself into 
a side lunge position. At the same time, remember to 
keep your back in a neutral position. Once the lunge 
movement is complete, push through the right foot to 
return to start position. Repeat on the other side and 
continue alternating for the desired number of reps.
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FROG PUMPS
Lie on the ground with the soles of your feet touching. Begin 
the movement by driving through your feet, extending your 
hips vertically. Your weight should be supported by your 
shoulder blades on the floor and your feet on the ground. 
Extend as far as possible, then reverse the motion to return to 
the starting position.

SINGLE-LEG DB DEADLIFTS
Hold a dumbbell in each hand in front of your thighs. Stand 
on one leg, keeping that knee slightly bent. Perform a stiff-
leg deadlift by bending at the hip and extending your free 
leg behind you for balance. Continue lowering the dumbbells 
until you are parallel to the ground, and then return to the 
upright position. Repeat on the opposite leg.

QUADRUPED KICKBACK  
TO SIDE-LEG SWING
Start on your hands and knees. 
Extend one leg back and lift it as high 
as possible while keeping it straight. 
When the leg is at the top of the 
movement, swing the leg out to the 
side. Return the extended leg back to 
center and lower to the start position.
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SEATED SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES
Sit on a flat bench and place a dumbbell on each of your upper thighs. Raise 
your toes up on the ball of one foot and contract your calf muscle. Slowly 
return to the starting position. Repeat with the other leg.

STANDING SINGLE-LEG DB CALF RAISES
Hold a dumbbell in each hand by your side. On one 
leg, press up onto your toes as high as possible, 
then let your heels travel toward the floor and 
repeat for reps. (If needed, find something to hold 
onto for balance while holding a dumbbell in the 
other hand.)
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WARM-UP SEAL JACKS
Stand with your feet together and arms 
extended in front of your chest. Jump out, 
spreading your legs and drawing your arms 
to the sides. Jump back to start and repeat.

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough space 
to slip under your feet. Only the 
balls of your feet should touch the 
floor. Keep your elbows close to 
your sides as you turn the rope. If 
you tire out before you finish the 
workout, drop the rope, but keep 
your arms and legs going.

WEDNESDAY:
BACK, BICEPS & ABS

Use lighter weight, about 70% to 80% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES 1 MINUTE

ALTERNATING SINGLE-ARM DUMBBELL ROWS 3 10 EACH SIDE

ALTERNATING DB BIRD DOG 3 10 EACH SIDE

SEATED DB GOOD MORNINGS 3 10

ALTERNATING DB CURLS 3 10 EACH SIDE

SINGLE-ARM DB PREACHER CURLS ON STABILITY BALL 3 10 EACH SIDE

PLANK 1 MINUTE 3

HEELS TO CEILING REVERSE CRUNCH 3 20

STABILITY BALL CRUNCH 3 10

BICYCLES 3 10 EACH SIDE

CARDIO 30 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY
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WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES
Start on the floor with your knees bent, your feet hip-distance apart, and your hands placed on 
the ground behind you. Lift your hips off the ground, keeping your neck in neutral position and 
your core locked. Lift one leg up and reach towards your toe with your opposite arm, keeping 
your hips up. Pause before returning to the starting position and swapping legs.

ALTERNATING SINGLE-ARM DUMBBELL ROWS
Hold a dumbbell in your right hand and stand to the side of a flat bench.  
Place your left knee on the bench, and keep your right foot firmly planted on the 
floor. Hinge at the hips and place your left hand on the bench for support; your 
right arm should hang down in alignment with your shoulder. Lift the dumbbell 
up towards your waist until your upper arm goes just beyond parallel to the floor. 
As you reach the top of the movement, retract the shoulder blades and squeeze 
your upper back muscles to get the most of the rep. Slowly lower the weight 
down to the starting position. Repeat the movement on the opposite arm.

ALTERNATING DB BIRD DOG
Start by kneeling on all fours on a mat. Hold a dumbbell in each hand and raise your right arm out 
to the front while raising and extending the opposite leg up and behind your body. Lower your 
arm and leg back to the starting position. Repeat by alternating between opposite sides.
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SEATED DB GOOD MORNINGS
Start by sitting on a bench facing 
forward with your feet together on the 
floor. A dumbbell should be held by 
both hands behind your neck. While 
keeping your spine neutral and your 
back straight, begin the movement by 
hinging/bending forward at the hips 
as much as possible. Engage your 
core while slowly lifting to the starting 
position.

ALTERNATING DB CURLS
Standing with your feet shoulder-width 
apart, take a dumbbell in each hand. Your 
arms should be hanging down at your 
sides with palms facing forward. Keeping 
the upper arms stationary, and without 
bending at the wrists, curl one dumbbell 
up slowly toward your chest, then slowly 
lower. Continue alternating arms in this 
manner for the recommended amount 
of repetitions.

SINGLE-ARM DB PREACHER CURLS 
ON STABILITY BALL
Kneeling on a mat, place your chest on 
top of a stability ball. Holding a pair of 
dumbbells with your palms up, hang 
your arms over the front of the ball. 
Bending at the elbows, curl a dumbbell 
up towards your shoulder while keeping 
your body straight and core tight. Lower 
the dumbbell to the starting position 
and repeat with the other arm.
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PLANK
Get into a push-up position with your 
forearms on the floor. Make sure your 
body is straight from your heels to the 
top of your head. Don’t sag, pike at the 
hips, or drop your head. Pull your abs 
in tight, hollowing out your lower abs 
without changing your body position. 
Control the position using the strength 
of your core and hold for 60 seconds, 
working up to two minutes.

HEELS TO CEILING REVERSE CRUNCH
Lie down on the floor with your legs fully extended and 
arms to the side of your torso with your palms on the floor. 
Your arms should be stationary for the entire exercise. 
Move your legs up so that your thighs are perpendicular 
to the floor and your feet are together and parallel to the 
floor. While inhaling, move your legs towards your torso as 
you roll your pelvis backwards and you raise your hips off 
the floor. Hold the contraction for a second and move your 
legs back to the starting position as you exhale.
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STABILITY BALL CRUNCH
Lie face-up on a stability ball with your knees bent and your feet flat 
on the floor. Place both hands out in front of you at the bottom of 
your thighs, or behind your neck for support. As you exhale, slowly 
use your abdominals to curl yourself up, closing the distance between 
your pelvis and ribcage. 

BICYCLES
Lie flat on the floor with your lower 
back pressed to the ground. For this 
exercise, you will need to put your hands 
behind your head. Be careful not to 
strain the neck as you perform it. Lift 
your shoulders into the crunch position 
and bring the knees up to where they 
are perpendicular to the floor with your 
lower legs parallel to the floor. This will be 
your starting position. Simultaneously, 
slowly go through a cycle pedal motion, 
kicking forward with the right leg and 
bringing in the knee of the left leg. Bring 
your right elbow close to your left knee 
by crunching to the side, as you breathe 
out. Crunch to the opposite side as you 
cycle your legs and bring your left elbow 
closer to your right knee and while you 
exhale.

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL 30 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY
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WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS
Stand with your feet together, knees slightly bent, and 
arms at your side. Jump while raising your arms and 
separating your legs to the sides. Land on your forefeet 
with legs apart and arms overhead. Jump again while 
lowering arms and returning legs to midline. 

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Raise your right leg 
as high as you can as you reach for your foot with your left 
hand. Repeat with the left leg and continue to alternate legs.

THURSDAY:
LEGS

Increase weight to about 70% to 80% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT, 
FRONT LUNGE LEFT 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

ALTERNATING WIDE STANCE TO NARROW 
STANCE DUMBBELL SQUATS 3 10 EACH SIDE

SINGLE-LEG DB DEADLIFTS ON BENCH 3 10 EACH SIDE

FORWARD & BACK DB DUCK WALKS 3 10 FORWARD;
10 BACKWARD

ALTERNATING SIDE LATERAL LUNGES 3 10 EACH SIDE

DB WIDE STANCE SQUATS 3 10

GLUTE BRIDGE ALTERNATING LEG EXTENSIONS 3 10 EACH SIDE

GLUTE BRIDGE SINGLE-LEG CALF RAISES 3 10 EACH SIDE

STANDING DB CALF RAISES 3 10
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WARM-UP SIDE-TO-SIDE KICKS
Start by standing with your back 
straight, your abdominals engaged, and 
your hands clasped at your chest (or on 
your hips). To begin the movement, shift 
your weight onto your right foot and 
kick your left leg to the side. To perform 
the ‘kicking’ movement, lift your left 
knee to the side (away from the midline 
of your body) and without moving your 
upper thigh, extend/straighten your left 
knee to kick outwards. After the kicking 
motion, lower your foot back down to 
the floor to return to the start position 
and repeat on the opposing leg. Keep 
alternating legs after each kick.

ALTERNATING WIDE STANCE TO 
NARROW STANCE DUMBBELL SQUATS
Begin by positioning your feet in a wide stance 
with your toes slightly pointed outwards. 
Hold a dumbbell in each hand and ensure 
that your neck, and back are straight. Raise 
the dumbbells to the front of your chest. 
Begin the squatting movement downwards 
while keeping your knees aligned in the same 
direction as your toes (this may require the 
knees to travel forward). Squat down until your 
upper thighs become parallel to the floor and 
pause at the bottom of the movement for 1-2 
seconds. Push through the floor with your 
heels and squeeze your glutes to return to the 
start position but do not lock out the knees. 
Step your feet together to a narrow stance and 
repeat the squat motion. Repeat the action for 
the desired number of repetitions.

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT,  
FRONT LUNGE LEFT
Start standing tall with a dumbbell in each hand if you 
choose to add them. Take a large step forward with 
your right foot. Bend both knees to lower yourself, 
stopping just short of your left knee touching the floor. 
Also be sure that your right knee does not extend past 
your right toe. Return to the starting position by driving 
through your right heel to propel yourself back. Repeat 
this sequence with the left leg.
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SINGLE-LEG DB DEADLIFTS ON BENCH
Start by standing in front of a flat bench with 
your back facing the bench and a dumbbell in 
each hand. Move one leg back so that your toe is 
resting on the flat bench. Your other foot should 
be stationary in front of you. As you inhale, 
lean forward from your hips, as the dumbbells 
slide down toward mid-shin level. You should 
maintain a flat back throughout the movement. 
Stop before your lower back starts to curve and 
rise back up, pushing your hips forward as you 
exhale. Leading with the chest and hips and 
contracting the quadriceps, lower your leg back 
to the starting position as you exhale. Complete 
all reps, then switch sides.

FORWARD & BACK  
DB DUCK WALKS
Stand with your feet hip-width 
apart, holding a dumbbell 
in each hand by your chest. 
Lower your body to a squat 
position. Staying in this 
lowered squat position, take 
a few steps forward and 
then reverse the movement, 
talking a few steps back to the 
starting position.

ALTERNATING SIDE LATERAL LUNGES 
Start by standing with your feet shoulder-width 
apart. Begin the movement by stepping out to the 
right with your right leg. Once your foot reaches 
the ground, begin to bend your knee and sit back 
to lower yourself into a side lunge position. At 
the same time, remember to keep your back in 
a neutral position. Once the lunge movement is 
complete, push through the right foot to return 
to start position. Repeat on the other side and 
continue alternating for the desired number of 
reps.
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DB WIDE STANCE SQUATS
Begin by positioning your feet in a wide stance with your toes 
slightly pointed outwards. Hold a dumbbell in each hand and 
bend your arms to your chest, ensuring that your neck and 
back are straight. Begin the squatting movement downward 
while keeping your knees aligned in the same direction as your 
toes (this may require the knees to travel forward). Squat down 
until your upper thighs become parallel to the floor and pause 
at the bottom of the movement for 1-2 seconds. Push through 
the floor with your heels and squeeze your glutes to return to 
the starting position but do not lock out the knees. Repeat the 
action for the desired number of repetitions.

GLUTE BRIDGE ALTERNATING LEG EXTENSIONS
Position yourself by lying face-up on the floor (or exercise mat) 
with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. When 
positioning the feet, they should be approximately hip-width 
apart, and just beyond your fingers when you extend your 
arms down by your sides. Assume the start position by lifting 
your hips so that your body is in straight alignment from your 
knees to your shoulders. Begin the exercise by keeping your 
hips in this position, lift your left leg straight into the air, then 
lower your left leg back to the floor. Repeat with your right leg 
and continue to alternate legs. A weight plate, dumbbell or 
kettlebell can be held to add resistance to this exercise.

GLUTE BRIDGE SINGLE-LEG CALF RAISES
Position yourself by lying face-up on the floor (or exercise mat) 
with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. When 
positioning your feet, they should be approximately hip-width 
apart and just beyond your fingers when you extend your arms 
down by your sides. Assume the start position by lifting your 
hips so that your body is in a straight alignment from your 
knees to your shoulders. Begin the exercise by keeping your 
hips in this position, lift your right leg toward your chest, then 
lift your left heel up into a calf raise. Hold for a second, then 
lower your foot to the floor (controlling your opposite glute at 
the same time). Repeat with the opposite leg and continue to 
alternate legs. 

STANDING DB CALF RAISES
Hold a dumbbell in each hand by your side. With both legs, 
press up onto your toes as high as possible, then let your heels 
travel toward the floor and repeat for reps. (If needed, find 
something to hold onto for balance while holding a dumbbell 
in the other hand.)
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FRIDAY:
SHOULDERS & CARDIO

Increase weight to about 70% to 80% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES 1 MINUTE

SEATED DUMBBELL BENT OVER REAR 
DELT RAISES 3 10

DB LATERAL “L” ROTATION TO SHOULDER PRESS 3 10

FRONT DELT RAISE TO A “T” 3 10

SINGLE-ARM DB SHOULDER PRESS 3 10 EACH SIDE

STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES 3 10

CARDIO 30 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS
Stand with your feet together and arms 
extended in front of your chest. Jump out, 
spreading your legs and drawing your arms 
to the sides. Jump back to start and repeat.

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your feet. 
Only the balls of your feet 
should touch the floor. Keep 
your elbows close to your 
sides as you turn the rope. If 
you tire out before you finish 
the workout, drop the rope, 
but keep your arms and legs 
going.
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WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES
Start on the floor with your knees bent, your feet hip-distance apart, and your hands placed on 
the ground behind you. Lift your hips off the ground, keeping your neck in neutral position and 
your core locked. Lift one leg up and reach towards your toe with your opposite arm, keeping 
your hips up. Pause before returning to the starting position and swapping legs.

DB LATERAL “L” ROTATION TO SHOULDER PRESS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, holding a 
pair of dumbbells. Your elbows should be close to your 
torso, and the palms of your hands should be facing 
your torso as well. Keeping your arms bent and your 
torso stationary, lift the weights out to your sides until 
they are about shoulder level height while exhaling. 
Rotate the dumbbells up so they form a 90-degree 
angle with your upper and lower arm, then push the 
weight up and overhead so that the dumbbells come 
together at the top of the movement. Ensure your arms 
are fully extended but do not lock out your elbows. 
Return the dumbbells down to your shoulders (back to 
the starting position) and then repeat the movement 
for the desired number of reps.

SEATED DUMBBELL BENT OVER  
REAR DELT RAISES
Position yourself in a seated position on the edge of a 
bench with your feet together. Hinge/bend at the waist 
so your chest is close to your knees (almost touching). 
Grip a dumbbell in each hand from under your legs. 
Position your elbows with a slight bend in them. 
Ensure your palms are facing towards each other and 
behind the ankles (or just to the sides of your ankles). 
Execute the movement by raising both shoulders and 
arms out to the side until your elbows are at shoulder 
height. Throughout the movement always remember to 
maintain your elbow height so that they are above the 
wrists. This can be done by raising your “pinkie finger” 
towards the ceiling. Continue the movement by lowering 
your arms and repeat for the recommended reps. 
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STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES
Stand with your torso upright and a dumbbell in each hand with 
a slight bend in your elbows. Your elbows should be close to your 
torso, the palms of your hands should be facing your torso, and 
your feet should be about shoulder-width apart. Keeping your 
arms slightly bent and your torso stationary, lift the weights out 
to your sides until they are about shoulder level height while 
exhaling. Feel the contraction for a second and begin to lower the 
weights back down to the starting position as you inhale.

FRONT DELT RAISE TO A “T”
Start by standing upright with your back and torso straight and 
feet shoulder-width apart. With a dumbbell in each hand, rest 
them in front of your thighs (palms facing your thighs). Begin the 
movement by maintaining a stationary upper body (no swinging) 
while you lift/extend both arms up and out in front of your body. 
Continue to extend the arms until your hands/elbows reach 
shoulder height or are parallel to the ground. Be sure to maintain 
a slight bend in your elbows and ensure your palms are still facing 
down while opening your arms to a T. Remember to squeeze the 
delts to lift the weight and pause slightly with each movement 
before you lower your arms back down and repeat the action.

SINGLE-ARM DB SHOULDER PRESS
Stand with your torso upright and a dumbbell in 
each hand. Hold one dumbbell at shoulder height, 
palm facing out. Drive one elbow up, locking out 
at the triceps. Keep the dumbbell above shoulder 
height. Breathe out as you exert energy. Slowly 
lower down back to shoulder height and repeat 
on the opposite side. 

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL
30 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY
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SATURDAY:
CARDIO

EXERCISE DURATION

CARDIO 30-45 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

SUNDAY:
REST

REST

REST
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IT’S HARD 
TO BEAT A 
PERSON 

WHO 
NEVER 

GIVES UP
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WEEKS 5 – 8
MONDAY HAMSTRINGS, GLUTES & ABS

TUESDAY SHOULDERS & CARDIO

WEDNESDAY BACK, BICEPS & CARDIO

THURSDAY QUADS, CALVES & CARDIO

FRIDAY CHEST, TRICEPS & CARDIO

SATURDAY CARDIO

SUNDAY REST

Congratulations on finishing month 
one! It’s time to kick up the fat burning 
and continue to focus on building 
muscle. This month, we will introduce 
drop sets and super-sets. On drop set 
days, you will start with a heavy weight. 
Once you have performed a complete 
set, you will reduce (drop) your weight 
to the next lowest weight and perform 
the next set. Finally, lower the weight 
again for the final set. There is no rest 
between each dropset. Rest comes 
after the full dropset is complete. 
Super-sets refer to executing two 
exercises back to back without resting. 

This hits your muscle with more variety 
and intensity. After a super-set, rest 
about 30–45 seconds. With exercises 
this intense, you will likely need to 
lower the amount of weight used 
in order to complete the required 
number of repetitions. You’ll want to 
rest about one minute before moving 
to the next exercise.

**Remember: The goal for month two 
is to promote muscle growth. Push 
yourself to lift as heavy as you are 
capable of without sacrificing form.

Weight range will vary with a drop set technique (start heavy and then go lighter with each consecutive set)

WEEKS: 5-8
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MONDAY:
HAMSTRINGS, GLUTES & ABS

Weight range will vary with a drop set technique (start heavy and then go lighter with each 
consecutive set) / Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SQUAT JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT, FRONT LUNGE LEFT 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS 1 MINUTE

LYING DUMBBELL FLOOR HAMSTRING CURLS 3 [heavy/light/lighter] 8

DB GLUTE BRIDGE MARCH 3 [heavy/light/lighter] 8

DB WIDE STANCE SQUATS 3 [heavy/light/lighter] 8

BENT LEG DB DEADLIFTS 3 [heavy/light/lighter] 8

DB HIP THRUSTS ON BENCH 3 [heavy/light/lighter] 8

LONG STRIDE DB WALKING LUNGES 3 [heavy/light/lighter] 8

STABILITY BALL CRUNCH 3 50

BICYCLES 4 25

PLANK 30 SECONDS 3

WARM-UP SQUAT JACKS
Stand with your hands by your side and feet together. Swing your 
arms up as you jump yourself into a low squat position. Using 
your heels, push off and jump back to the starting position.

WARM-UP FRONT LUNGE RIGHT, FRONT LUNGE LEFT
Start standing tall with a dumbbell in each hand if you choose to 
add them. Take a large step forward with your right foot. Bend 
both knees to lower yourself, stopping just short of your left 
knee touching the floor. Also be sure that your right knee does 
not extend past your right toe. Return to the starting position by 
driving through your right heel to propel yourself back. Repeat this 
sequence with the left leg.
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LYING DUMBBELL FLOOR HAMSTRING CURLS
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Lying on the floor (or exercise mat) face-down, assume 
the start position by having your legs extended 
completely and holding a dumbbell between your 
feet. To start the movement, bend/flex at the knees 
to pull the dumbbell towards your buttocks, ensuring 
that your abdominals are kept tight throughout the 
movement and that your knees stay together. Complete 
the exercise by then lowering the dumbbell back down 
slowly into the start position.

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. 
Raise your right leg as high as you can as you 
reach for your foot with your left hand. Repeat 
with the left leg and continue to alternate legs.

DB GLUTE BRIDGE MARCH
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Position yourself by lying face-up on the floor (or exercise mat) with your knees bent 
and your feet flat on the floor. Position your feet so they are approximately hip-width 
apart. Assume the start position by lifting your hips so that your body is in straight 
alignment from your knees to your shoulders. With a dumbbell in each hand, raise 
your arms above your chest. Keep your hips up; lift your left knee towards your chest, 
then lower your left knee back to the floor (as if you were marching). Repeat with your 
right leg and continue to alternate legs.
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DB WIDE STANCE SQUATS
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Begin by positioning your feet in a wide stance with your toes slightly pointed 
outwards. Hold a dumbbell in each hand and bend your arms to your chest, 
ensuring that your neck and back are straight. Begin the squatting movement 
downward while keeping your knees aligned in the same direction as your toes 
(this may require the knees to travel forward). Squat down until your upper 
thighs become parallel to the floor and pause at the bottom of the movement 
for 1-2 seconds. Push through the floor with your heels and squeeze your glutes 
to return to the starting position but do not lock out the knees. Repeat the action 
for the desired number of repetitions.

BENT LEG DB DEADLIFTS
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Stand with your chest out and your shoulders back, 
maintaining a slight arch in your lower back and holding a 
dumbbell in each hand. Position your feet straight under you 
about hip-width apart with a bend in your knees. With a flat 
back, lean forward from your hips, pushing them rearward as 
the dumbbells slide down toward mid-shin level. Stop before 
your lower back starts to curve and rise back up, pushing your 
hips forward as you exhale at the top.

DB HIP THRUSTS ON BENCH
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Begin by resting your upper back on a bench. Place a 
dumbbell directly above your hips (use a pad across 
your hips if needed). Keep your hips close to the ground. 
Begin the movement by driving through your feet and 
extending your hips up vertically so they are parallel to 
the floor. Pause and squeeze the glutes at the top before 
lowering back down. Your weight should be supported 
by the bench, your shoulder blades, and feet throughout 
the movement.
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PLANK
Get into a push-up position with your 
forearms on the floor. Make sure your 
body is straight from your heels to the 
top of your head. Don’t sag, pike at the 
hips, or drop your head. Pull your abs 
in tight, hollowing out your lower abs 
without changing your body position. 
Control the position using the strength 
of your core and hold for 60 seconds, 
working up to two minutes.

BICYCLES
Lie flat on the floor with your lower back pressed to the ground. For 
this exercise, you will need to put your hands behind your head. Be 
careful not to strain the neck as you perform it. Lift your shoulders 
into the crunch position and bring the knees up to where they 
are perpendicular to the floor with your lower legs parallel to the 
floor. This will be your starting position. Simultaneously, slowly go 
through a cycle pedal motion, kicking forward with the right leg 
and bringing in the knee of the left leg. Bring your right elbow close 
to your left knee by crunching to the side, as you breathe out. 
Crunch to the opposite side as you cycle your legs and bring your 
left elbow closer to your right knee and while you exhale.

STABILITY BALL CRUNCH
Lie face-up on a stability ball with your knees bent and 
your feet flat on the floor. Place both hands out in front 
of you at the bottom of your thighs, or behind your neck 
for support. As you exhale, slowly use your abdominals to 
curl yourself up, closing the distance between your pelvis 
and ribcage.

LONG STRIDE DB WALKING LUNGES
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Starting with your feet together, take a dumbbell 
in each hand and hold them at your sides with your 
palms facing inwards. Taking a long stride forward and 
landing heel-first, bend both knees and lower your 
body toward to floor. Stop just short of your back knee 
touching the ground. Push off and take another long 
stride forward with the opposite leg and descend into 
the lunge again.
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TUESDAY:
SHOULDERS & CARDIO

Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets
EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP ARM CIRCLES 30 SECONDS FRONT & BACK

WARM-UP INCH WORM 1 MINUTE

SUPERSET 1 DUMBBELL MILITARY PRESS 3 8

SUPERSET 1 ALTERNATING FRONT DB 
DELT RAISES 3 8

SUPERSET 2 SEATED DB ARNOLD PRESS 3 8

SUPERSET 2 STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES 3 8

SUPERSET 3 FRONT DELT DB RAISE TO A “T” 3 8

SUPERSET 3 BENT OVER REAR DELT DB FLYS 3 8

CARDIO 30-45 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

WARM-UP INCH WORM
Stand tall in front of a mat, bend forward 
and touch the floor with both hands. 
Slowly “walk” your hands forward until 
you end up in a push-up position. Reverse 
the movement and return back to the 
standing start position. 

WARM-UP ARM CIRCLES
Stand upright with your arms at your sides and feet shoulder-
width apart. Begin the movement by extending both arms 
straight up and out to the side, raise your arms until they are 
perpendicular (90-degrees) to your torso and parallel to the 
floor. Begin the exercise by slowly starting to make circles (in 
a clockwise direction) of about 1 foot in diameter with each 
outstretched arm (this movement is called circumduction). 
Continue the circular motion of your extended arms for the 
recommended amount of time. This movement can also be 
performed in the opposite direction (counterclockwise).
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DUMBBELL MILITARY PRESS
SUPERSET 1
Grasp a pair of dumbbells outside of shoulder width with a 
palms-forward grip. Hold them at shoulder level with your 
elbows pointing down and outward. In a smooth, strong 
motion, press the dumbbells straight up to just short of the 
elbow lockout. Squeeze and lower the dumbbells to the 
starting position with control.

ALTERNATING FRONT DB DELT RAISES
SUPERSET 1
Start by standing upright with your back and torso straight 
and your feet shoulder-width apart. Take a dumbbell in each 
hand and rest them in front of your thighs (palms facing your 
thighs). Begin the movement by maintaining a stationary 
upper body (no swinging) while you lift/extend one arm up 
and out in front of your body. Continue to extend the arm 
until your hand/elbow reach shoulder height or are parallel 
to the ground. Maintain a slight bend in your elbow and 
ensure that your palm is still facing down. Remember to 
squeeze the delt to lift the weight and pause slightly at the 
top of the movement before you lower your arm back down 
and repeat with the opposite arm.

SEATED DB ARNOLD PRESS
SUPERSET 2
Start in an upright seated position on a flat bench (or an 
incline bench with back support). Begin the movement by 
holding a dumbbell in each hand with your elbows bent 
and at shoulder height. The palms of your hands are facing 
your body and are positioned in front of your shoulders. 
Turn/twist your wrists so that your palms are now facing 
forward while simultaneously raising the dumbbells above 
your head until your arms are almost fully extended. 
Without pausing at the top of the movement, lower the 
dumbbells back down to the starting position. As you 
lower the dumbbells, remember to turn your wrists back 
until your palms are facing your body once again.

A SUPERSET IS WHERE YOU PERFORM TWO EXERCISES 
IN A ROW WITH NO REST IN BETWEEN
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BENT OVER REAR  
DELT DB FLYS 
SUPERSET 3
Holding a dumbbell in each 
hand, hinge/bend at the waist 
and keep your back straight. 
With your head/eyes facing 
forward, lift the dumbbells out 
to the side until your arms are 
parallel to the floor. Hold the 
contraction for a second at the 
top of the movement. Then, 
slowly lower the dumbbells 
back to the starting position.

FRONT DELT RAISE TO A “T”
SUPERSET 3
Start by standing upright with your back and torso straight and 
feet shoulder-width apart. With a dumbbell in each hand, rest 
them in front of your thighs (palms facing your thighs). Begin the 
movement by maintaining a stationary upper body (no swinging) 
while you lift/extend both arms up and out in front of your body. 
Continue to extend the arms until your hands/elbows reach 
shoulder height or are parallel to the ground. Be sure to maintain 
a slight bend in your elbows and ensure your palms are still facing 
down while opening your arms to a T. Remember to squeeze the 
delts to lift the weight and pause slightly with each movement 
before you lower your arms back down and repeat the action.

STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES
SUPERSET 2
Stand with your torso upright and a dumbbell in each 
hand with a slight bend in your elbows. Your elbows 
should be close to your torso, the palms of your hands 
should be facing your torso, and your feet should be 
about shoulder-width apart. Keeping your arms slightly 
bent and your torso stationary, lift the weights out to 
your sides until they are about shoulder level height 
while exhaling. Feel the contraction for a second and 
begin to lower the weights back down to the starting 
position as you inhale.

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL
30–45 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY
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WEDNESDAY:
BACK, BICEPS & CARDIO

Use lighter weight, about 50% to 60% of max.   |   Rest 30 seconds between sets.

Weight range will vary with a drop set technique (start heavy and then go lighter with each consecutive set) / 
Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS 1 MINUTE

SEATED DUMBBELL GOOD MORNINGS 3 10

ALTERNATING SINGLE-ARM DB ROW 3 8 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 1 DB PULLOVERS 3 10

SUPERSET 1 SUPERMANS 3 10 EACH SIDE

INCLINE DB CURLS ON STABILITY BALL 3 10

ALTERNATING DB CURLS 3 8

SINGLE-ARM DB PREACHER CURLS ON  
STABILITY BALL 3 8

CARDIO 30-45 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

WARM-UP JUMPING JACKS
Stand with your feet together, knees slightly bent, and 
arms at your side. Jump while raising your arms and 
separating your legs to the sides. Land on your forefeet 
with legs apart and arms overhead. Jump again while 
lowering arms and returning legs to midline.

WARM-UP SOLDIER KICKS
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Raise your right leg 
as high as you can as you reach for your foot with your left 
hand. Repeat with the left leg and continue to alternate legs.
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SEATED DB GOOD MORNINGS
Start by sitting on a bench facing forward with your feet 
together on the floor. A dumbbell should be held by 
both hands behind your neck. While keeping your spine 
neutral and your back straight, begin the movement 
by hinging/bending forward at the hips as much as 
possible. Engage your core while slowly lifting to the 
starting position.

ALTERNATING SINGLE-ARM DB ROW
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Start on a flat bench with one hand under your 
shoulder, the other hand holding the dumbbell. 
Have one knee on the bench under your hip and 
the other leg out to the side. Keep your spine in a 
neutral position and your hips and shoulders parallel 
to the floor. With the hand holding the dumbbell, let 
the shoulder blade stretch away from the spine and 
then pull the shoulder blade back towards the spine 
before bending the arm to row the dumbbell into the 
side of your rib cage. Squeeze here, before slowly 
lowering the dumbbell back towards the floor until 
your shoulder blade is fully extended.
Repeat the movement on the opposite arm. 

DB PULLOVERS
SUPERSET 1
Lie on a flat bench. With both hands, hold 
the dumbbell at the top of the weight and 
position it over your chest at arm’s length. 
Keeping your arms straight, lower the 
weight in an arc motion over the back of 
your head. Hold the weight at the top of the 
movement for a second and then use your 
lats to bring the weight back to the starting 
position in a controlled movement.
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ALTERNATING DB CURLS
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Standing with your feet shoulder-width apart, take a 
dumbbell in each hand. Your arms should be hanging 
down at your sides with palms facing forward. Keeping the 
upper arms stationary, and without bending at the wrists, 
curl one dumbbell up slowly toward your chest, then slowly 
lower. Continue alternating arms in this manner for the 
recommended amount of repetitions.

SUPERMANS
SUPERSET 1
With your neck in a neutral position, lie face-down on 
the floor (or an exercise mat) with your arms and legs 
extended. With your torso in a stationary position and your 
arms and legs both kept straight (but not locked), lift your 
arms and legs (at the same time) up toward the ceiling. 
Your back should be arched slightly, and your arms and 
legs should be raised several inches off the floor. Hold for 
two to five seconds at the top of the movement and then 
lower back down to the starting position. Repeat.

INCLINE DB CURLS ON STABILITY BALL
Lean your mid-back on a stability ball with your feet 
flat on the ground. Hold dumbbells in each hand. Your 
arms should hang down at your sides with your palms 
facing up. Begin to slowly raise both dumbbells up 
toward your shoulders. From here, lower the weight to 
starting position. Upper arms remain stationary at all 
times throughout the movement.

SINGLE-ARM DB PREACHER CURLS ON STABILITY BALL 
SET 1 = HEAVY | SET 2 = LIGHT | SET 3 = LIGHTER
Kneeling on a mat, place your chest on top of a stability ball. 
Holding a pair of dumbbells with your palms up, hang your 
arms over the front of the ball. Bending at the elbows, curl the 
dumbbell up towards your shoulder while keeping your body 
straight and core tight. Lower the dumbbell to the starting 
position and repeat with the other arm.

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL
30–45 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY
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THURSDAY:
QUADS, CALVES & CARDIO
Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP GRASS GRABBERS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE 1 MINUTE

SUPERSET 1 DUMBBELL STEP-UPS 3 8

SUPERSET 1 BOX JUMPS 3 8

SUPERSET 2 WALKING SHORT STRIDE DB LUNGES 3 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 2 NARROW DB SQUATS 3 20

GIANT SET 1 ALTERNATING FRONT DB LUNGES 3 8

GIANT SET 1 STANDING DB CALF RAISES 3 8

GIANT SET 1 SEATED DB CALF RAISES 3 8

CARDIO 30-45 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your feet. 
Only the balls of your feet 
should touch the floor. Keep 
your elbows close to your 
sides as you turn the rope. If 
you tire out before you finish 
the workout, drop the rope, 
but keep your arms and legs 
going.

WARM-UP GRASS GRABBERS
Position your feet shoulder-width apart, arms extended out to 
either side. Jump down into a squat position while tapping the 
ground with one hand in between your feet. Generate power to 
jump back to the start position and descend again tapping the 
ground with your opposite hand.
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BOX JUMPS
SUPERSET 1
Stand in front of a plyo-box or bench with your feet shoulder-width 
apart. You should be at a comfortable distance where your knees 
won’t connect with the box as you squat. Jump from a 90-degree squat 
position, extending your hips and swinging your arms to generate 
momentum. Push your feet off the floor and launch yourself up onto 
the box. Step down and repeat for the desired number of repetitions.

DUMBBELL STEP-UPS
SUPERSET 1
Stand to the side of a bench or box, arms down 
by your side, holding dumbbells and looking 
straight ahead. When you’re ready to start, step 
your left foot onto the bench and immediately 
activate the left quad to drive your body up, 
pushing up with your right foot as you do so. 
Land with your opposite foot on the bench 
and place your left leg down on the other side. 
Reverse to repeat.
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WALKING SHORT STRIDE  
DB LUNGES
SUPERSET 2
Starting with your feet together, 
take a dumbbell in each hand 
and hold them at your sides with 
your palms facing inwards. Taking 
a short step forward and landing 
heel first, bend both knees to 
lower your body towards to the 
floor. Stop just short of your back 
knee touching the ground. Push 
off and take another short stride 
forward with the opposite leg and 
descend into the lunge again.

NARROW DB SQUATS
SUPERSET 2
Stand with your feet together, dumbbells in each hand and 
held close to your chest. Keep your chest and back flat, 
eyes focused forward. With your abs tight, bend your knees 
and hips as if sitting in a chair until your thighs are parallel 
with the floor. Reverse the motion by driving through your 
heels and pressing your hips forward to return to the start 
position.

ALTERNATING FRONT DB LUNGES
GIANT SET 1
Holding a dumbbell in each hand at your sides, stand up tall and 
lock your core in tight. Taking a large step forward with one foot, 
bend both knees until your back knee is just off the ground. From 
here, press through your front heel and return to starting position. 
Alternate legs for reps. 

A GIANT SET IS WHERE YOU PERFORM THREE OR MORE 
EXERCISES IN A ROW WITH NO REST IN BETWEEN
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STANDING DB CALF RAISES
GIANT SET 1
Hold a dumbbell in each hand by your side. With both 
legs, press up onto your toes as high as possible, 
then let your heels travel toward the floor and repeat 
for reps. (If needed, find something to hold onto for 
balance while holding a dumbbell in the other hand.)

SEATED DB CALF RAISES
GIANT SET 1
Sit on a flat bench and place a dumbbell on your upper thigh. Raise your 
toes up on the balls of your feet and contract your calf muscles. Slowly 
return to the starting position. Repeat with the other leg.

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL
30–45 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY
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WARM-UP SEAL JACKS
Stand with your feet together and arms 
extended in front of your chest. Jump out, 
spreading your legs and drawing your arms 
to the sides. Jump back to start and repeat.

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your feet. 
Only the balls of your feet 
should touch the floor. Keep 
your elbows close to your 
sides as you turn the rope. If 
you tire out before you finish 
the workout, drop the rope, 
but keep your arms and legs 
going.

FRIDAY:
CHEST, TRICEPS & CARDIO

Rest 30 seconds between sets.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

WARM-UP SEAL JACKS 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP JUMP ROPE 1 MINUTE

WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES 1 MINUTE

SUPERSET 1 PUSH-UPS 3 15

SUPERSET 1 DUMBBELL FLOOR CHEST PRESS 3 15

SUPERSET 2 DB FLOOR FLYS 3 10

SUPERSET 2 BODYWEIGHT DIPS 3 10

SUPERSET 3 DB TRICEPS KICKBACKS 3 10

SUPERSET 3 OVERHEAD TRICEPS DB EXTENSIONS 3 10

SUPERSET 4 SKULLCRUSHERS 3 10

SUPERSET 4 DB FLOOR CHEST FLYS 3 10

CARDIO 30 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY
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WARM-UP CRAB TOE TOUCHES
Start on the floor with your knees bent, your feet hip-distance apart, and your hands placed on 
the ground behind you. Lift your hips off the ground, keeping your neck in neutral position and 
your core locked. Lift one leg up and reach towards your toe with your opposite arm, keeping 
your hips up. Pause before returning to the starting position and swapping legs.

PUSH-UPS
SUPERSET 1
With your body parallel to the floor in push-up position, place 
your hands slightly wider than shoulder-width apart. Keep your 
abs locked in tight. Keeping your body rigid and your elbows close 
to your sides, lower yourself down towards the floor, then push 
powerfully through your hands back to full-arm extension. DUMBBELL FLOOR CHEST PRESS

SUPERSET 1
Lie flat on the floor with a dumbbell in each hand, held 
above you at arm’s length. Keep your head, torso, and 
hips pressed on the floor. Slowly bend your elbows and 
lower the dumbbells to each side of your chest. Pause, 
then straighten your elbows to return the weights to the 
starting position.
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DB FLOOR FLYS
SUPERSET 2
Lie flat on the floor and bring the dumbbells 
together above your chest, palms facing each 
other. Maintain a bend in your elbows as 
you arc your arms out to the side and down, 
stretching the pectorals. Use the pectorals to 
pull the weights back to starting position.

BODYWEIGHT DIPS
SUPERSET 2
Keeping your torso as upright as possible, grasp the side of 
the bench with your arms extended. Bend your arms to lower 
your body while keeping the elbows tight to your sides. As your 
arms approach a 90-degree angle, press your hands powerfully 
against the bench to raise your body back to starting position.

DB TRICEPS KICKBACKS
SUPERSET 3
Stand with your feet together and hold a dumbbell in 
each hand. Bend your elbows and keep your arms tucked 
in by your sides. Extend your elbows to a full extension. 
Your upper arm should remain stationary during the 
movement. At the top of the movement squeeze your 
triceps to get the most out of the rep.
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OVERHEAD TRICEPS DB EXTENSIONS
SUPERSET 3
Stand holding a dumbbell in each hand and hold 
them overhead at full extension. Keeping your 
arms close in beside your ears, lower the dumbbell 
in an arc behind your head until your forearms 
touch your biceps. Return back to starting position, 
remembering to keep your upper arms stationary 
throughout the movement.

SKULLCRUSHERS
SUPERSET 4
Hold one dumbbell by the ends with both hands. Lie 
on your back with your arms straight in front of you. 
Keep your elbows in line with your shoulders and your 
thumbs facing to the back. Bend your elbows to take 
the dumbbell towards your forehead and ears. Make 
sure your triceps are doing all the work. Control the 
movement throughout the entire rep. Once they have 
reached full range, squeeze your triceps and pull the 
dumbbells back to a straight-arm position.

DB FLOOR CHEST FLYS
SUPERSET 4
Lie flat on the floor holding each dumbbell above 
your chest at arm’s length (palms facing each 
other). Keep your head, torso, and hips pressed 
on the floor. Slowly lowering the dumbbells out to 
your sides, keeping a slight bend in your elbows. 
Once your arms are positioned horizontally to 
the ground, reverse the movement by bringing 
your arms back up to the starting position.

CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL 30 MINUTES – MEDIUM INTENSITY
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SATURDAY:
CARDIO

EXERCISE SETS REPS

CARDIO 30-45 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

SUNDAY:
REST

REST

REST
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WEEKS 9 – 12
MONDAY LEGS & GLUTES

TUESDAY BACK & BICEPS PLUS HIIT CARDIO

WEDNESDAY CHEST & TRICEPS PLUS HIIT CARDIO

THURSDAY SHOULDERS, CALVES & ABS PLUS HIIT CARDIO

FRIDAY LEGS & GLUTES PLUS HIIT CARDIO

SATURDAY CARDIO

SUNDAY REST

You are entering into the 3rd and 
most intense month of exercise. 
Congratulations on how far you’ve 
come! It’s time to give it your all for 
this last month as the goal changes to 
focus on leaning out. This month will 
include many super-sets and active 
rests. Super-sets refer to executing 
two exercises back to back and then 
performing the requested exercise in 
between sets in lieu of rest. The point 
is to keep moving and keep your heart 
rate up. With exercises this intense, 
you will likely need to lower the amount 
of weight used in order to complete 
the required number of repetitions. In 
this portion of the workouts, you will 
be asked to perform cardio four to five 
days per week.

WEEKS: 9-12
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MONDAY:
LEGS & GLUTES

Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets
EXERCISE SETS REPS

SUPERSET 1 ZERCHER DUMBBELL STEP-UPS 4 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 1 ALTERNATING FRONT DUMBBELL LUNGES 4 10 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

SUPERSET 2 WIDE STANCE DB SQUATS 4 20

SUPERSET 2 DB HIP THRUSTS ON BENCH 4 20

ACTIVE REST ALTERNATING JUMP LUNGES 1 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 3 STIFF-LEG DB DEADLIFTS 4 10

SUPERSET 3 DB CURTSY LUNGES 4 10 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST JUMP SQUATS 1 20

SUPERSET 4 BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUATS 4 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 4 PLIE SQUAT TO TOE RAISES 4 20

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

SUPERSET 5 GLUTE KICKBACKS TO SIDE SWING 4 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 5 DOUBLE LUNGE LEFT, MIDDLE SQUAT, 
DOUBLE LUNGE RIGHT 4 10 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

ZERCHER DB
STEP-UPS
SUPERSET 1
Stand to the side of a bench 
or box, holding dumbbells 
at your chest. Step your left 
foot onto the bench and 
immediately activate the 
left quad to drive your body 
up, jumping slightly into the 
air as you do so. Land with 
your opposite foot on the 
bench. Step down with the 
opposite foot and repeat 
for desired number of 
reps. Repeat exercise with 
other leg.

ALTERNATING 
FRONT DB LUNGES
SUPERSET 1
Holding a dumbbell in 
each hand at your sides, 
stand up tall and lock 
your core in tight. Taking 
a large step forward 
with one foot, bend 
both knees until your 
back knee is just off the 
ground. From here, press 
through your front heel 
and return to starting 
position. Alternate legs 
for reps.
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WIDE STANCE DB SQUATS
SUPERSET 2
Begin by positioning your feet in a wide stance 
(greater than shoulder-width apart) with your toes 
slightly pointed outwards. Hold a dumbbell in each 
hand and place them close to your chest. Ensure that 
your neck and back are straight. Begin the squatting 
movement downwards while keeping your knees 
aligned in the same direction of your toes (this may 
require the knees to travel forward). Squat down 
until your upper thighs become parallel to the floor 
and pause at the bottom of the movement for 1-2 
seconds. Push through the floor with your heels and 
squeeze your glutes to return to the start position 
but do not lock out the knees. Repeat the action for 
the desired number of repetitions.

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough space 
to slip under your feet. Only the 
balls of your feet should touch 
the floor. Keep elbows close to 
your sides as you turn the rope. If 
you tire out before you finish the 
workout, drop the rope, but keep 
your arms and legs going.

DB HIP THRUSTS ON BENCH
SUPERSET 2
Begin by resting your upper back on a bench. 
Place a dumbbell directly above your hips (use a 
pad across your hips if needed). Keep your hips 
close to the ground. Begin the movement by 
driving through your feet and extending your hips 
up vertically so they are parallel to the floor. Pause 
and squeeze the glutes at the top before lowering 
back down. Your weight should be supported 
by the bench, your shoulder blades, and feet 
throughout the movement.
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ACTIVE REST ALTERNATING JUMP LUNGES
Start in a lunge position with one foot forward and 
the knee bent, with the rear knee nearly touching 
the ground. Ensure the front knee is over the 
midline of the foot. Extending through both legs, 
jump as high as possible, swinging your arms to 
gain height. As you jump up, switch the position of 
your legs, moving your front foot to the back and 
the rear leg to the front. As you land, absorb the 
impact through the legs by adopting the lunge 
position.

STIFF-LEG DB DEADLIFTS
SUPERSET 3
Hold a dumbbell in each hand in front of your thighs. Stand 
with your chest out and shoulders back, maintaining a 
slight arch in your lower back. Position your feet straight 
under you, about hip width apart, with a very slight bend 
in your knees. With a flat back, lean forward from your 
hips, pushing them rearward as the dumbbells slide down 
toward mid-shin level. Stop before your lower back starts to 
curve and rise back up, pushing your hips forward as you 
exhale at the top. 

DB CURTSY LUNGES
SUPERSET 3
Start in a standing position with your feet shoulder-width apart 
and holding a dumbbell in each hand by your sides. Your chest 
should be kept up, your back should be in a neutral position, and 
your shoulders retracted back. Begin the movement by stepping 
your left leg backward into an adapted lunge position – your foot 
crosses behind and to the right of your front leg rather than going 
straight back. Bend both knees to lower yourself, making sure 
your front knee doesn’t go beyond your toes. Stop just short of 
your rear knee touching the floor. Push through the heel of your 
front foot and return yourself to the starting position. Repeat the 
adapted lunge movement on the opposite leg.
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ACTIVE REST JUMP SQUATS
Stand with your hands clasped in front of your chest and feet 
hip-width apart, push your hips into a quarter squat position. 
Drive your hips forward and up to get height off the floor. As 
your feet contact the ground, absorb the impact through your 
legs into a squat position and jump again.

BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUATS
SUPERSET 4
Start by standing in front of a flat bench with your 
back facing the bench. Move one foot back so that 
your toe is resting on the flat bench. Your other foot 
should be stationary in front of you. Keep your head 
up at all times (as looking down will throw you off 
balance) and also maintain a straight back. As you 
inhale, slowly bend your front knee until your thigh 
is parallel to the floor. At this point, your knee should 
be over your toes, and your chest should be directly 
above the middle of your thigh. Leading with the 
chest and hips and contracting the quadriceps, bring 
your leg back to the starting position as you exhale. 
Complete reps then switch legs.

PLIE SQUAT TO TOE RAISES
SUPERSET 4
Adopt a hip-width stance with the feet turned outward. Descend by 
bending the knees, refraining as much as possible from moving the 
hips back, as this requires the knees to travel forward. Ensure they 
stay aligned with the feet. The goal is to keep the torso as upright as 
possible. Continue all the way down, keeping your weight in the front 
of the heel. Press up, at the top of the movement raise your heels off 
the ground and squeeze your calves. Lower your feet to the ground 
before the next squat.
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ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough space 
to slip under your feet. Only the 
balls of your feet should touch 
the floor. Keep elbows close to 
your sides as you turn the rope. If 
you tire out before you finish the 
workout, drop the rope, but keep 
your arms and legs going.

GLUTE KICKBACKS TO SIDE SWING
SUPERSET 5
Start on your hands and knees, extend 
one leg back and lift it as high as possible 
while keeping it straight. When the leg is 
at the top of the movement, swing the 
leg out to the side. Return the extended 
leg back to center and lower to the start 
position.
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DOUBLE LUNGE LEFT, MIDDLE SQUAT, DOUBLE LUNGE RIGHT
SUPERSET 5
Stand upright with a tight core, neutral back position, feet shoulder-width apart, and your hands by your side or clasped together 
in front of your chest. Start the movement first by lunging forward with your left leg so that both knees are bent and at a 90-degree 
angle and do two lunges here. Step back to the starting position with your feet shoulder-width apart and do two squats here. Lunge 
forward with your right leg and do two lunges here. 

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, giving the rope 
just enough space to slip under your feet. Only 
the balls of your feet should touch the floor. Keep 
elbows close to your sides as you turn the rope. 
If you tire out before you finish the workout, drop 
the rope, but keep your arms and legs going.
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TUESDAY:
BACK & BICEPS

Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets

EXERCISE SETS REPS

SUPERSET 1 INCLINE DUMBBELL OR BAR ROWS 4 12

SUPERSET 1 BENT OVER DB ROWS 4 12

ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 1 30

SUPERSET 2 SEATED DB GOOD MORNINGS 4 12

SUPERSET 2 DB PULLOVERS 4 12

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

SUPERSET 3 INCLINE DB CURLS ON STABILITY BALL 4 12 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 3 STANDING DB HAMMER CURLS 4 12 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST HIGH KNEES 1 30 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 4 SINGLE-ARM DB PREACHER CURLS  
ON STABILITY BALL 4 12 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 4 ALTERNATING DB CURLS 4 12 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST BURPEES 1 10

HIIT CARDIO 15-20 MINUTES

INCLINE DUMBBELL  
OR BAR ROWS
SUPERSET 1
Lie chest-down on an incline 
bench with a dumbbell in each 
hand, palms facing inwards. Lift 
the dumbbells up towards your 
waist until your upper arms go 
just beyond parallel to the floor. 
As you reach the top of the 
movement, retract the shoulder 
blades and squeeze your upper 
back muscles to get the most 
out of the rep. Slowly lower 
the weight down to starting 
position.

BENT OVER DB ROWS
SUPERSET 1
Grasp the dumbbells with 
an overhand grip. Keeping 
your knees slightly bent, lean 
forward at your waist until your 
torso is roughly parallel to the 
floor. The dumbbells should be 
in front of your shins. Without 
raising your upper body, pull 
the dumbbells up toward 
your abdomen. Bringing your 
elbows high and above your 
back, hold the dumbbells in 
peak contraction for a brief 
count, then slowly lower them 
to the starting position and 
repeat. 
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ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS
Adopt a plank position and ensure that your hands are directly underneath and in line with your shoulders. Explosively flex the hip 
and knee of one leg forward until the knee is approximately underneath the hip. Then, with a similar explosive motion, extend the 
bent leg back to the rear until the leg is straight and the toes are providing all the support while flexing the opposite hip and knee in 
a running motion. Continue alternating legs until the recommended number of reps has been completed. 

SEATED DB GOOD MORNINGS
SUPERSET 2
Start by sitting on a bench facing forward with 
your feet together on the floor. A dumbbell 
should be held by both hands, behind your 
neck. While keeping your spine neutral and 
your back straight, begin the movement by 
hinging/bending forward at the hips as much 
as possible. Engage your core while slowly 
lifting to the starting position.

DB PULLOVERS
SUPERSET 2
Lie on a flat bench. With both hands, hold the 
dumbbell at the top of the weight and position 
it over your chest at arm’s length. Keeping your 
arms straight, lower the weight in an arc motion 
over the back of your head. Hold the weight at 
the top of the movement for a second and then 
use your lats to bring the weight back to the 
starting position in a controlled movement.
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INCLINE DB CURLS ON  
STABILITY BALL
SUPERSET 3
Lean your mid-back on a stability ball 
with your feet flat on the ground. Hold 
dumbbells in each hand. Your arms should 
hang down at your sides with your palms 
facing up. Begin to slowly raise both 
dumbbells up toward your shoulders. 
From here, lower the weight to starting 
position. Upper arms remain stationary at 
all times throughout the movement.

STANDING DB HAMMER CURLS
SUPERSET 3
Standing with your feet shoulder-width apart, take a dumbbell 
in each hand. Your arms should be hanging down at your sides 
with your palms facing each other. Keeping the upper arms 
stationary and without bending at the wrists, curl the dumbbells 
up slowly toward your chest. Pause here for two counts before 
lowering the dumbbells back down, making sure to keep the 
elbows stationary throughout the movement.

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 
Jump a few inches off the floor, giving the 
rope just enough space to slip under your 
feet — only the balls of your feet should 
touch the floor. Keep elbows close to sides 
as you turn the rope. If you tire out before 
you finish the workout, drop the rope, but 
keep your arms and legs going.
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ACTIVE REST HIGH KNEES
Stand upright with your feet shoulder-
width apart. Extend your arms out in front 
of you parallel to the floor. Jog in place 
by bringing your knees upward as high 
as you can, using your hands as a target 
for your knees to reach. Ensure that you 
are landing softly on the balls of your feet 
while also springing the leg up quickly 
throughout the movement.

SINGLE-ARM DB PREACHER CURLS 
ON STABILITY BALL 
SUPERSET 4
Kneeling on a mat, place your chest on 
top of a stability ball. Holding a pair of 
dumbbells with your palms up, hang 
your arms over the front of the ball. 
Bending at the elbows, curl a dumbbell 
up towards your shoulder while keeping 
your body straight and core tight. Lower 
the dumbbell to the starting position 
and repeat with the other arm.

ALTERNATING DB CURLS 
SUPERSET 4
Standing with your feet shoulder-
width apart, take a dumbbell in 
each hand. Your arms should be 
hanging down at your sides with 
palms facing forward. Keeping the 
upper arms stationary, and without 
bending at the wrists, curl one 
dumbbell up slowly toward your 
chest, then slowly lower. Continue 
alternating arms in this manner 
for the recommended amount of 
repetitions.
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ACTIVE REST BURPEES
Start in an upright standing position with 
feet shoulder-width apart and hands by 
your side. Begin by pushing your hips 
back, bending your knees, and lowering 
your body into a squat. In a fluid motion, 
place your hands on the floor straight in 
front of your feet and drop down while 
shifting your weight onto them. At the 
same time, extend your legs backward 
so that you softly land on the balls of 
your feet. You will now find yourself in 
a push-up type position. To reverse the 
movement, you will need to jump so 
that your feet land back just inside of 
your hands and your hips are hinged. 
In another fluid motion, you will need 
to reach your arms over your head and 
explosively jump up into the air while 
pushing from the heels, landing softly 
on the feet. After this, you will need to 
immediately lower back down into a 
squatting motion for your next rep. 
Ensure your body is in alignment from 
your head to your heels and be careful 
not to let your back sway/sag or your 
hips to stick up in the air.

HIIT Cardio (High-Intensity Interval Training) is a form of interval cardiovascular exercise which 
alternates short periods of intense anaerobic exercise with brief recovery periods.
(Example: 30 second sprints with 30 seconds of rest for 15–20 min)

HIIT CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL 15–20 MINUTES – HIGH INTENSITY
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WEDNESDAY:
CHEST & TRICEPS

Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets

EXERCISE SETS REPS

SUPERSET 1 DUMBBELL FLOOR CHEST PRESS 4 15

SUPERSET 1 PUSH-UPS 4 TO FAILURE

ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 1 30

SUPERSET 2 DB INCLINE FLYS ON STABILITY BALL 4 15

SUPERSET 2 BODYWEIGHT DIPS 4 TO FAILURE

ACTIVE REST BURPEES 1 10

SUPERSET 3 DB TRICEPS KICKBACKS 4 15

SUPERSET 3 NARROW PUSH-UPS 4 TO FAILURE

ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 1 30

SUPERSET 4 OVERHEAD DB TRICEPS EXTENSIONS 4 15

SUPERSET 4 SKULLCRUSHERS 4 TO FAILURE

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

HIIT CARDIO 15-20 MINUTES

PUSH-UPS
SUPERSET 1
With your body parallel to the floor in push-up position, place your 
hands slightly wider than shoulder-width apart. Keep your abs locked 
in tight. Keeping your body rigid and your elbows close to your sides, 
lower yourself down towards the floor, then push powerfully through 
your hands back to full-arm extension.

DUMBBELL FLOOR CHEST PRESS
SUPERSET 1
Lie flat on the floor with a dumbbell in each hand, held above you at arm’s 
length. Keep your head, torso, and hips pressed on the floor. Slowly bend 
your elbows and lower the dumbbells to each side of your chest. Pause, 
then straighten your elbows to return the weights to the starting position.
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ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS
Adopt a plank position and ensure that your hands are directly underneath and in line with your shoulders. Explosively flex the hip 
and knee of one leg forward until the knee is approximately underneath the hip. Then, with a similar explosive motion, extend the 
bent leg back to the rear until the leg is straight and the toes are providing all the support while flexing the opposite hip and knee 
in a running motion. Continue alternating legs until the recommended number of reps has been completed. 

DB INCLINE FLYS ON STABILITY BALL
SUPERSET 2
Start by rolling backward onto a stability ball, holding a 
dumbbell in each hand close to the chest (palms facing 
each other). Ensure that your back and shoulder blades 
resting on top of the stability ball (back is extended). 
Position your knees so that they are flexed at a 90-degree 
angle and your feet are flat on the floor. Once you are in 
position and your abdominals are switched on, reach the 
dumbbells directly up towards the ceiling so that your arms 
are extended but the elbows are not locked out. Begin 
the movement by slowly lowering the dumbbells out to 
the side, keeping a slight bend in your elbows. Once your 
arms are positioned horizontally to the ground, reverse 
the movement by bringing your arms back up (using your 
pectoralis muscles) towards the ceiling and back to the 
starting position.

BODYWEIGHT DIPS
SUPERSET 2
Keeping your torso as upright as possible, grasp the side 
of the bench with your arms extended. Bend your arms 
to lower your body while keeping the elbows tight to your 
sides. As your arms approach a 90-degree angle, press your 
hands powerfully against the bench to raise your body back 
to starting position.
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DB TRICEPS KICKBACKS
SUPERSET 3
Stand with your feet together and hold a dumbbell 
in each hand. Bend your elbows and keep your 
arms tucked in by your sides. Extend your elbows 
to a full extension. Your upper arm should remain 
stationary during the movement. At the top of the 
movement squeeze your triceps to get the most 
out of the rep.

ACTIVE REST BURPEES
Start in an upright standing position with feet shoulder-width apart and hands by your side. Begin by pushing your hips back, 
bending your knees, and lowering your body into a squat. In a fluid motion, place your hands on the floor straight in front of your 
feet and drop down while shifting your weight onto them. At the same time, extend your legs backward so that you softly land on 
the balls of your feet. You will now find yourself in a push-up type position. To reverse the movement, you will need to jump so that 
your feet land back just inside of your hands and your hips are hinged. In another fluid motion, you will need to reach your arms 
over your head and explosively jump up into the air while pushing from the heels, landing softly on the feet. After this, you will need 
to immediately lower back down into a squatting motion for your next rep. Ensure your body is in alignment from your head to your 
heels and be careful not to let your back sway/sag or your hips to stick up in the air.
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NARROW PUSH-UPS
SUPERSET 3
With your body parallel to the 
floor in push-up position, place 
your hands slightly narrower 
than shoulder-width apart. Keep 
your abs locked in tight. Keeping 
your body rigid and your elbows 
close to your sides, lower yourself 
down towards the floor, then 
push powerfully through your 
hands back to full-arm extension.

ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS
Adopt a plank position and ensure that your hands are directly underneath and in line with your shoulders. Explosively flex the hip 
and knee of one leg forward until the knee is approximately underneath the hip. Then, with a similar explosive motion, extend the 
bent leg back to the rear until the leg is straight and the toes are providing all the support while flexing the opposite hip and knee 
in a running motion. Continue alternating legs until the recommended number of reps has been completed.

OVERHEAD DB TRICEPS EXTENSION
SUPERSET 4
Stand holding a dumbbell in each hand 
and hold them overhead at full extension. 
Keeping your arms close in beside your 
ears, lower the dumbbell in an arc behind 
your head until your forearms touch your 
biceps. Return back to starting position, 
remembering to keep your upper arms 
stationary throughout the movement.
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ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, giving the 
rope just enough space to slip under your 
feet. Only the balls of your feet should 
touch the floor. Keep elbows close to your 
sides as you turn the rope. If you tire out 
before you finish the workout, drop the 
rope, but keep your arms and legs going.

SKULLCRUSHERS
SUPERSET 4
Hold one dumbbell by the ends with both hands. Lie 
on your back with your arms straight in front of you. 
Keep your elbows in line with your shoulders and your 
thumbs facing to the back. Bend your elbows to take 
the dumbbell towards your forehead and ears. Make 
sure your triceps are doing all the work. Control the 
movement throughout the entire rep. Once they have 
reached full range, squeeze your triceps and pull the 
dumbbells back to a straight-arm position.

HIIT Cardio (High-Intensity Interval Training) is a form of interval cardiovascular exercise which 
alternates short periods of intense anaerobic exercise with brief recovery periods.
(Example: 30 second sprints with 30 seconds of rest for 15–20 min)

HIIT CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL 15–20 MINUTES – HIGH INTENSITY
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THURSDAY:
SHOULDERS, CALVES & ABS

Rest 30 seconds to 1 minute between sets.
EXERCISE SETS REPS

SUPERSET 1 DB ARNOLD PRESS 4 15

SUPERSET 1 ALTERNATING FRONT 
DB DELT RAISES 4 15

ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 1 30

SUPERSET 2 REAR DELT DB RAISES ON  
STABILITY BALL 4 15

SUPERSET 2 STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES 4 15

ACTIVE REST JUMP SQUATS 1 20

SUPERSET 3 SEATED DB SHOULDER PRESS 4 15

SUPERSET 3 REAR DELT BENT OVER PULLS 4 15

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

SUPERSET 4 STANDING DB CALF RAISES 4 15

SUPERSET 4 BENT OVER SINGLE LEG DONKEY 
CALF RAISES 4 15 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST ALTERNATING LUNGE KICKS 1 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 5 STABILITY BALL CRUNCH 4 20

SUPERSET 5 SIDE PLANK HIP RAISES 4 10 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST PUSH-UP TWIST TO “T” 1 8 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 6 HEELS TO CEILING REVERSE CRUNCH 4 20

SUPERSET 6 PLANK 4 TO FAILURE

ACTIVE REST HIGH KNEES 1 30

HIIT CARDIO 15-20 MINUTES

GET READY!
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ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS
Adopt a plank position and ensure that your hands are directly underneath and in line with your shoulders. Explosively flex the hip 
and knee of one leg forward until the knee is approximately underneath the hip. Then, with a similar explosive motion, extend the 
bent leg back to the rear until the leg is straight and the toes are providing all the support while flexing the opposite hip and knee 
in a running motion. Continue alternating legs until the recommended number of reps has been completed.

DB ARNOLD PRESS
SUPERSET 1
Start in an upright standing position. Ensure 
your chest is up, back straight, feet shoulder-
width apart, core switched on, and your 
knees are slightly bent. Begin the movement 
by holding a dumbbell in each hand with 
your elbows bent and at shoulder height. 
Your palms should be facing your body and 
positioned in front of your shoulders. Slowly 
turn/twist your wrists so that your palms 
are now facing away from your body while 
simultaneously raising the dumbbells above 
your head until your arms are almost fully 
extended. Without pausing at the top of 
the movement, lower the dumbbells back 
down to the start position. As you lower the 
dumbbells, remember to turn your wrists 
back until your palms are facing your body 
once again.

ALTERNATING FRONT DB DELT RAISES
SUPERSET 1
Start by standing upright with your back and torso straight 
and your feet shoulder-width apart. Take a dumbbell in each 
hand and rest them in front of your thighs (palms facing your 
thighs). Begin the movement by maintaining a stationary up-
per body (no swinging) while you lift/extend one arm up and 
out in front of your body. Continue to extend the arm until 
your hand/elbow reach shoulder height or are parallel to 
the ground. Maintain a slight bend in your elbow and ensure 
that your palm is still facing down. Remember to squeeze 
the delt to lift the weight and pause slightly at the top of 
the movement before you lower your arm back down and 
repeat with the opposite arm.
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STANDING DB LATERAL RAISES
SUPERSET 2
Stand with your torso upright and a dumbbell 
in each hand with a slight bend in your 
elbows. Your elbows should be close to your 
torso, the palms of your hands should be 
facing your torso, and your feet should be 
about shoulder-width apart. Keeping your 
arms slightly bent and your torso stationary, 
lift the weights out to your sides until they are 
about shoulder level height while exhaling. 
Feel the contraction for a second and begin 
to lower the weights back down to the starting 
position as you inhale.

REAR DELT DB RAISES ON STABILITY BALL
SUPERSET 2
Start off by lying face-down on a stability ball 
with the ball positioned between your hips and 
under your chest. Your arms should hang down 
in front, holding a dumbbell in each hand. Your 
body should be in alignment and at a slight 
upward angle, depending on the size of the ball. 
With a flat back, begin the movement by lifting the 
dumbbells out to your sides, to shoulder-height. 
Ensure your elbows are slightly bent and palms 
facing the ground. Hold for 1-2 seconds at the 
top of the movement before slowly lowering the 
weights and repeating the action.

ACTIVE REST JUMP SQUATS
Stand with your hands clasped in front of your chest and 
feet hip-width apart, push your hips into a quarter squat 
position. Drive your hips forward and up to get height 
off the floor. As your feet contact the ground, absorb the 
impact through your legs into a squat position and jump 
again.
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ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough 
space to slip under your 
feet. Only the balls of your 
feet should touch the floor. 
Keep elbows close to your 
sides as you turn the rope. If 
you tire out before you finish 
the workout, drop the rope, 
but keep your arms and legs 
going.

REAR DELT BENT OVER PULLS
SUPERSET 3
Stand with your torso upright and a dumbbell in each 
hand. Your palms should face your torso and your 
feet should be about shoulder-width apart. Keeping 
your arms straight, hinge at your hips until your torso 
is parallel to the floor. Pull the dumbbells up toward 
your abdomen. Feel the contraction for a second and 
begin to lower the weights back down to the starting 
position as you inhale.

SEATED DB SHOULDER PRESS
SUPERSET 3
Sit on a bench with back support and your feet firmly on the 
floor. Hold a set of dumbbells at shoulder level, wider than 
shoulder width apart. Keep a palms-forward grip, elbows 
pointing down and outward, and in a smooth, strong motion, 
press the dumbbells straight up to just short of the elbow 
lockout. Squeeze and lower the dumbbells to the starting 
position under control.
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STANDING DB CALF RAISES
SUPERSET 4
Hold a dumbbell in each hand by 
your side. With both legs, press 
up onto your toes as high as 
possible, then let your heels travel 
toward the floor and repeat for 
reps. (If needed, find something 
to hold onto for balance while 
holding a dumbbell in the other 
hand.)

BENT OVER SINGLE LEG 
DONKEY CALF RAISES
SUPERSET 4
Place an aerobic step behind 
an incline bench. Step on it 
with your left foot, allowing 
only the ball of your foot to 
make contact with the step. 
Bend over slightly and hold 
onto the incline bench for 
balance. Let your heel travel 
towards the floor for a good 
stretch and then press up 
onto your toes as high as 
possible and repeat for reps 
before switching legs.

ACTIVE REST ALTERNATING LUNGE KICKS
Stand upright with a tight core, neutral back 
position, feet shoulder-width apart, and hands 
clasped at your chest. Start the movement first by 
lunging backward with your right leg so that both 
knees are bent and at a 90-degree angle. Continue 
the motion by stepping forward with the back leg 
and launching the right leg into a front kick. Return 
your right leg to the starting position (feet shoulder-
width apart) and then repeat the movement on the 
opposite leg. Keep alternating until you complete 
the recommended reps.
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SIDE PLANK HIP RAISES
SUPERSET 5
Start by positioning yourself in the side 
plank position by lying down on one side, 
ensuring that the only body parts touching 
the ground are your forearm and the side 
of one foot. Your elbow should be placed 
directly underneath your shoulder, your 
body should be in a straight line, and 
your feet should be stacked on top of one 
another. To begin the ‘hip raise’ movement 
bend upward toward the ceiling at the waist 
and then lower your hip back down towards 
the ground. Repeat this movement for the 
recommended number of reps and then 
complete on the opposite side of the body.

ACTIVE REST PUSH-UP TWIST TO “T”
With your body parallel to the floor in a 
push-up position, place your hands slightly 
wider than shoulder-width apart. Keep 
your abs locked in tight. Keeping your body 
rigid and your elbows close to your sides, 
lower yourself down towards the floor, and 
then push powerfully through your hands 
back to full-arm extension. At the top of 
the movement twist your torso to the left 
and extend your left arm up to open up 
your chest. Return to the starting position 
and lower yourself down towards the floor. 
Return to the full-arm extension and at the 
top of the movement, and twist your torso 
to the right.

STABILITY BALL CRUNCH
SUPERSET 5
Lie face-up on a stability ball with your 
knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. 
Place both hands out in front of you at 
the bottom of your thighs, or behind your 
neck for support. As you exhale, slowly 
use your abdominals to curl yourself up, 
closing the distance between your pelvis 
and ribcage. 
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HEELS TO CEILING REVERSE CRUNCH
SUPERSET 6
Lie down on the floor with your legs fully 
extended and arms to the side of your torso with 
your palms on the floor. Your arms should be 
stationary for the entire exercise. Move your legs 
up so that your thighs are perpendicular to the 
floor and your feet are together and parallel to 
the floor. While inhaling, move your legs towards 
your torso as you roll your pelvis backwards 
and you raise your hips off the floor. Hold the 
contraction for a second and move your legs 
back to the starting position as you exhale.

ACTIVE REST HIGH KNEES
Stand upright with your feet shoulder-width apart. Extend 
your arms out in front of you parallel to the floor. Jog in 
place by bringing your knees upward as high as you can, 
using your hands as a target for your knees to reach. 
Ensure that you are landing softly on the balls of your 
feet while also springing the leg up quickly throughout the 
movement.

HIIT CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL
15–20 MINUTES – HIGH INTENSITY

PLANK
SUPERSET 6
Get into a push-up position with your 
forearms on the floor. Make sure your 
body is straight from your heels to the 
top of your head. Don’t sag, pike at the 
hips, or drop your head. Pull your abs 
in tight, hollowing out your lower abs 
without changing your body position. 
Control the position using the strength 
of your core and hold for 60 seconds, 
working up to two minutes.
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WALKING LONG STRIDE  
DUMBBELL LUNGES
SUPERSET 1
Starting with your feet together, take a 
dumbbell in each hand and hold them at 
your sides with your palms facing inwards. 
Taking a long step forward and landing 
heel first, bend both knees to lower your 
body toward to the floor. Stop just short of 
your back knee touching the ground. Push 
off and take another long stride forward 
with the opposite leg and descend into the 
lunge again.

FRIDAY:
LEGS & GLUTES

Rest 30 seconds between sets.
EXERCISE SETS REPS

SUPERSET 1 WALKING LONG STRIDE 
DUMBBELL LUNGES 4 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 1 WALKING SHORT STRIDE DB LUNGE 4 10 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

SUPERSET 2 RESISTANCE BAND DUCK WALKS 4 10 FORWARD; 
10 BACKWARD

SUPERSET 2 SINGLE LEG STABILITY BALL LEG CURLS 4 10 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST BURPEES 1 10

SUPERSET 3 DB CURTSY LUNGES 4 10 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 3 FROG PUMPS 4 10

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

SUPERSET 4 DB PLIE SQUAT TO TOE RAISE 4 15

SUPERSET 4 LYING FLOOR DB HAMSTRING CURLS 4 15

ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 1 TO FAILURE

SUPERSET 5 SINGLE LEG DB DEADLIFTS 4 15 EACH SIDE

SUPERSET 5 BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUATS 4 15 EACH SIDE

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE 1 100 REVOLUTIONS

HIIT CARDIO 15-20 MINUTES
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WALKING SHORT STRIDE  
DB LUNGES
SUPERSET 1
Starting with your feet together, 
take a dumbbell in each hand and 
hold them at your sides with your 
palms facing inwards. Taking a 
short step forward and landing heel 
first, bend both knees to lower your 
body towards to the floor. Stop just 
short of your back knee touching 
the ground. Push off and take 
another short stride forward with 
the opposite leg and descend into 
the lunge again.

ACTIVE REST 
Jump a few inches off the floor, 
giving the rope just enough space 
to slip under your feet. Only the 
balls of your feet should touch 
the floor. Keep elbows close to 
your sides as you turn the rope. 
If you tire out before you finish 
the workout, drop the rope, but 
keep your arms and legs going.

RESISTANCE BAND DUCK WALKS
SUPERSET 2
Stand with your feet hip-width apart. Wrap a resistance 
band around your legs and place it slightly above your 
knees. Lower your body to a squat position. Maintaining 
this lowered squat position, take a few steps forward 
and then reverse the movement, taking a few steps back 
to the starting position.
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SINGLE LEG STABILITY BALL LEG CURLS
SUPERSET 2
Lie on your back with a stability ball close to your hips. Place one foot on top and in 
the middle of the stability ball. The other leg should be bent and close to your chest. 
Keep your hands by your side for balance. Drive your hips up into a bridge and pull 
your heel in towards your glutes before slowly releasing your leg back into the start 
position.

ACTIVE REST BURPEES
Start in an upright standing position with feet shoulder-width apart and hands by your side. Begin by pushing your hips back, 
bending your knees, and lowering your body into a squat. In a fluid motion, place your hands on the floor straight in front of your 
feet and drop down while shifting your weight onto them. At the same time, extend your legs backward so that you softly land on 
the balls of your feet. You will now find yourself in a push-up type position. To reverse the movement, you will need to jump so that 
your feet land back just inside of your hands and your hips are hinged. In another fluid motion, you will need to reach your arms 
over your head and explosively jump up into the air while pushing from the heels, landing softly on the feet. After this, you will need 
to immediately lower back down into a squatting motion for your next rep. Ensure your body is in alignment from your head to your 
heels and be careful not to let your back sway/sag or your hips to stick up in the air.
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DB CURTSY LUNGES
SUPERSET 3
Start in a standing position with your feet shoulder-width apart 
and holding a dumbbell in each hand by your sides. Your chest 
should be kept up, your back should be in a neutral position, and 
your shoulders retracted back. Begin the movement by stepping 
your left leg backward into an adapted lunge position – your foot 
crosses behind and to the right of your front leg rather than going 
straight back. Bend both knees to lower yourself, making sure 
your front knee doesn’t go beyond your toes. Stop just short of 
your rear knee touching the floor. Push through the heel of your 
front foot and return yourself to the starting position. Repeat the 
adapted lunge movement on the opposite leg.

FROG PUMPS
SUPERSET 3
Lie on the ground with the soles of your feet touching. Begin 
the movement by driving through your feet, extending your 
hips vertically. Your weight should be supported by your 
shoulder blades on the floor and your feet on the ground. 
Extend as far as possible, then reverse the motion to return to 
the starting position.

ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, giving 
the rope just enough space to slip 
under your feet. Only the balls of 
your feet should touch the floor. Keep 
elbows close to your sides as you turn 
the rope. If you tire out before you 
finish the workout, drop the rope, but 
keep your arms and legs going.
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DB PLIE SQUAT TO TOE RAISES
SUPERSET 4
Adopt a hip-width stance with the feet turned outward. Descend by 
bending the knees, refraining as much as possible from moving the 
hips back, as this requires the knees to travel forward. Ensure they 
stay aligned with the feet. The goal is to keep the torso as upright as 
possible. Continue all the way down, keeping your weight in the front 
of the heel. Press up, at the top of the movement raise your heels off 
the ground and squeeze your calves. Lower your feet to the ground 
before the next squat.

ACTIVE REST MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS
Adopt a plank position and ensure that your hands are directly underneath and in line with your shoulders. Explosively flex the hip 
and knee of one leg forward until the knee is approximately underneath the hip. Then, with a similar explosive motion, extend the 
bent leg back to the rear until the leg is straight and the toes are providing all the support while flexing the opposite hip and knee in 
a running motion. Continue alternating legs until the recommended number of reps has been completed.

LYING DB FLOOR HAMSTRING CURLS
SUPERSET 4
Lying on the floor (or exercise mat) face-down, assume 
the start position by having your legs extended 
completely and holding a dumbbell between your 
feet. To start the movement, bend/flex at the knees 
to pull the dumbbell towards your buttocks, ensuring 
that your abdominals are kept tight throughout 
the movement and that your knees stay together. 
Complete the exercise by then lowering the dumbbell 
back down slowly into the start position.
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ACTIVE REST JUMP ROPE
Jump a few inches off the floor, giving the 
rope just enough space to slip under your 
feet. Only the balls of your feet should 
touch the floor. Keep elbows close to your 
sides as you turn the rope. If you tire out 
before you finish the workout, drop the 
rope, but keep your arms and legs going.

BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUATS
SUPERSET 5
Start by standing in front of a flat bench with your 
back facing the bench. Move one foot back so that 
your toe is resting on the flat bench. Your other foot 
should be stationary in front of you. Keep your head 
up at all times (as looking down will throw you off 
balance) and also maintain a straight back. As you 
inhale, slowly bend your front knee until your thigh 
is parallel to the floor. At this point, your knee should 
be over your toes, and your chest should be directly 
above the middle of your thigh. Leading with the 
chest and hips and contracting the quadriceps, bring 
your leg back to the starting position as you exhale. 
Complete reps then switch legs.

SINGLE LEG DB DEADLIFTS
SUPERSET 5
Hold a dumbbell in each hand in front of 
your thighs. Stand on one leg, keeping 
that knee slightly bent. Perform a stiff-leg 
deadlift by bending at the hip and extending 
your free leg behind you for balance. 
Continue lowering the dumbbells until you 
are parallel to the ground, and then return 
to the upright position. Repeat on the 
opposite leg.

HIIT CARDIO: STAIR, ELLIPTICAL, or TREADMILL 15–20 MINUTES – HIGH INTENSITY
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SATURDAY:
CARDIO

EXERCISE DURATION

CARDIO 30-45 MINUTES MEDIUM INTENSITY

SUNDAY:
REST

REST
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“DON’T STOP UNTIL YOU’RE PROUD!”
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TOTAL TRANSFORMATION

I feel great! I’m wearing clothes I haven’t in 
years – I’m addicted to working out and am 
feeling better than I have in years! 

I feel like I can accomplish anything and am 
determined to stay on this path to health and 
wellness.

Looking and feeling amazing is a great reward 
for completing my first ever Lean Body 
Challenge. 

I wanted to prove that someone in their 40s 
can still be fit, strong, and healthy.

DJ EULETTE

JACLYN MOEHRKE

DJ LOST 10LBS AND 11% BODY FAT

JACLYN LOST 24LBS AND DROPPED 9.4% BODY FAT
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GET INSPIRED

What an amazing 12 weeks this has been! I 
feel like a completely different person inside 
and out. 

At 31 years old and after having 2 kids, I can 
honestly say I am in the best shape of my life... 
which is incredible to me!

As a mother of a 3 year old and 10 month 
old, I understand how difficult it can be for a 
mother to make fitness and health a priority, 
but if I can do it, anybody can do it!

This challenge has motivated me to stay on 
a path of healthy living. I want to continue 
eating clean and working out in hopes that 
one day I can compete in a figure competition, 
something I never would have considered 
until this challenge.

Although I can not compare myself to other 
contestants because I do not know their 
struggles, but I can say I put forth 150% of 
my effort and that I have transformed both 
mentally and physically because of it.

LISA MONROE

LAURA KELLY

LISA LOST 21LBS, 12% BODY FAT AND 6 PANT SIZES

LAURA LOST 20LBS AND DROPPED 9.4% BODY FAT
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A FINAL WORD 
OF ENCOURAGEMENT

Remember, this program is all about progress, not perfection. The goal is for you to make 
gradual lifestyle changes that will help you get into better physical shape and health.
Day by day, week by week, one “step” at a time, keep making progress.

Take action by starting the Lean Body® Challenge today!

A good training partner 
will help you stay motivated.
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COMPETITOR CHECKLIST - APPENDIX A
Your Week 1 Checklist – Let’s Get Started! 
1.  Review the rules and regulations found on page (111). If you have any questions regarding the rules, please send 

your questions to leanbodychallenge@labrada.com and we’ll be happy to assist you.

2.  Read through the Lean Body® Challenge program thoroughly. Read carefully, as there are a series of simple 
lifestyle changes you need to be ready to make in order for the program to be effective. 

3.  Take your “before” photos. IMPORTANT: Photos will need to be uploaded to our website at the end of the 12 weeks. 
The “before” picture must be taken within the 3 days of your official start date.

4.  Sign up for the Lean Body® Challenge Women’s Facebook Group. 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/756475707740735/

5.   Go shopping. Since this program hinges partially on your eating habits, you’ll need to stock up! Your Lean Body®  
Challenge program explains in detail the foods you can and cannot have during your 12-week Challenge. Be sure to 
stock your fridge with the right foods so that you can begin properly preparing your Lean Body meals from day one.

6.  Begin and complete your 12-week Lean Body® Challenge. Your new, leaner body is just 12 weeks away!

Fill in your starting date, current weight, and body fat % in the box below. Complete this box at the end of the 12th week.

Week 1

Week 12

Progress

Starting Date:

Finishing Date:

Weight:

Weight:

Body Fat %:

Body Fat %:

Now, subtract Week 1 from Week 12 here: ...and here:

Your Week 12 Checklist – Let’s Finish Up!
1.  Take your “After” photos. You will receive an email during week 12 that will give you detailed instructions on how to  

upload your “After” photo along with your “Before” photos to www.labrada.com. Please refer to (Appendix A) for tips to 
ensure you get the best photos possible.

2.  Fill out the rest of your Online Entry. You will be require to fill out a short Q&A Essay, submit your starting and 
finishing weight, and required percentage.

3.  Collect your receipts for any Labrada products purchased during your Challenge and put them in a safe place.  
If you are selected as a 1st place winner you will be reimbursed for up to $150.

Remember – we’re here to help! 
Send any questions you have to leanbodychallenge@labrada.com, or call 1.800.832.9948
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LBC ESSAY QUESTIONS
See below a list of questions to be filled out online at the end of your 12-week challenge. You will be emailed detailed 

instructions during week 12 on how to submit your final challenge information. 

1.   What are your fitness goals at the beginning of the Lean Body® Challenge?

2.   Please detail your physical and emotional successes during the Lean Body® Challenge. 

3.   What kept you motivated to finish the Lean Body® Challenge?

4.    What struggles and challenges did you face while you were completing your Lean Body® Challenge?  
How did you overcome them?

5.   Why do you think you should be selected as a winner of the Lean Body® Challenge?

6.   Which Labrada products were the most helpful to your success during this program and why?

7.   How will you measure your success throughout the Lean Body® Challenge? (fill in all that apply)

  Weighing Myself on a Scale             Waist Measurements w/ Tape             Body Fat Skin Calipers

  Pant or Dress Sizes             Other ________________________________________________________________

8.   Additional comments.
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BEFORE & AFTER - FRONT

BEFORE FRONT:
Take your “before” front photo at the start of your 12-week 
program. Make sure you take your “Before” photos within 
three (3) days of your start date. For your front photos, 
hold up a newspaper (from that day) with a readable 
headline to authenticate the date of the photo 
(magazines are not acceptable to verify photo dates).

AFTER FRONT:
Take your “after” front photo at the end of your 12-week 
program. Make sure you take your “after” photos within 
three (3) days of your finishing date. For your front photos, 
hold up a newspaper (from that day) with a readable 
headline to authenticate the date of the photo 
(magazines are not acceptable to verify photo dates).

General Photo Tips:
•  Show as much of your physique as possible (swimsuits or gym trunks are strongly recommended).
•  Must show entire body from head to toe, preferably on white background. (See pictured samples for proper posing.)
•  You don’t need to flex; just stand up straight, with your arms slightly angled at your sides.
•  Newspaper fronts must be clearly visible for Before and After FRONT photos.
•  When you shoot your “after” photos, if possible, wear similar clothing and shoot in a similar location as your  

“before” photos.
•  Use a direct, straight-on view for your front and back shots. (If you wish to include additional side shots or profiles,  

you may do so).
•  VERY IMPORTANT: Submit clear, high resolution photos.
HINT:  Get a pro to shoot them. 75% of judging is based on your pictures, so make sure they look good!
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BEFORE & AFTER - BACK

BEFORE BACK:
Take your “before” back photo on the same day as 
your “before” front photo, For the back photos, it isn’t 
necessary to hold up your newspaper to authenticate 
the date of the photo, as it must be taken on the same 
day as your front photo.

AFTER BACK:
Take your “after” back photo on the same day as 
your “after” front photo. For the back photos, it isn’t 
necessary to hold up a newspaper to authenticate the 
date of the photo, as it must be taken on the same day 
as your front photo.

NOTE: You will have the opportunity to upload two additional photos in addition to the mandatory four 
“Before & After” photos.
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FAQs
Q:  Can I enter this Challenge more than once?

A:  Yes, you are welcome to enter the Lean Body® Challenge as many times as you want. We encourage you to talk to 
friends and family about doing the Challenge with you. It’s more fun and a lot easier to have a “body buddy” who will 
help you stay accountable. See rule 16.

Q:  Do I have to use Labrada Nutrition supplements in order to be eligible to win the Lean Body® Challenge?

A:  We do not require you to purchase any Labrada supplements during the Challenge to be eligible to win the Challenge; 
however we suggest you use the recommend supplements in the program to achieve optimal results. 

Q:  Why do I need to hold up a newspaper in my before and after pictures?

A:  We require that you hold up a newspaper in both sets of Lean Body® Challenge pictures in order for us to authenticate 
the dates the photos were taken. You are also welcome to shave or tan in your before and after pictures in order to 
illustrate your physique more clearly, but this is not required and will not count against you if you don’t do it.

Q:  How do I keep track of how I am doing during the Lean Body® Challenge?

A:  You will need to measure your progress while on the Lean Body® Challenge and then submit that as part of your 
completed entry. Some people measure their success by the amount of weight lost or muscle gained. Others go by their 
dress or pant size. Some people like to know their body fat percentage. Whatever your method of measurement is, be 
sure to commit to it and list it specifically when you submit your entry at the end of the 12 weeks! Body measurements 
help you stay on track! Make a note of your starting and finishing body measurements in your first essay, and monitor 
your progress carefully for the duration of your Challenge. This will also help you to stay accountable.

Q:  How much time do I have to upload my final pictures and fill out my essay once my 12-Week Transformation 
Program has concluded?

A:  You will receive an email during week 12 of your challenge with specific directions. You will have up to 4 days to upload 
your pictures and fill out your essay from once you receive this email.



OFFICIAL RULES  
& REGULATIONS
 1.    Void where prohibited by law. Contestants from the Continental United States and Canada only. Any monetary 

reimbursements will be in United States currency. The Lean Body® Challenge is subject to applicable federal and state 
laws and is void in all states where skill contests requiring proofs of purchase are prohibited.

 2.   Labrada Nutrition employees and members of their immediate family are not eligible to enter.

 3.   Anyone who has competed as a professional bodybuilder or a professional fitness/figure contestant is not eligible.

 4.   You must be at least 18 years of age at the time you enter the contest. Consult a qualified medical doctor before 
beginning any weight training, diet, or fitness program. All contestants assume all risks associated with participating in 
the contest. Participants and their Trainers agree to release and hold harmless Labrada Nutrition, its officers, directors, 
employees and agents, and all judges, of any and all liability from loss, risk, damage, or injury that may occur from 
participating in the Lean Body® Challenge.

 5.   To be eligible for reimbursement of Labrada Products, you must be able to provide proof of purchase. The dates of the 
receipts must correspond with the 12-week Lean Body® Challenge that you have entered. 
Only first-place winners: Up to $150 dollars will be refunded in cash.

 6.   You must be 100% drug-free to compete in the Lean Body® Challenge. The grand prize winners may be tested by urine 
analysis, polygraph, and any other means Labrada Nutrition deems necessary. Anyone testing positive for anabolic 
steroids, prescription diuretics, non-diabetic insulin, or non-prescribed thyroid medication will forfeit their winnings to 
the next highest scoring competitor.

 7.   All winners will be notified by mail, e-mail, or phone.

 8.   Incomplete online registration information may render the contestant disqualified, so please make sure all information 
is complete when you upload your entry.

 9.  Labrada Nutrition reserves the right to amend the rules or change prizes. In the event of any changes, the grand prize 
will be of equal or greater value. Prizes are nontransferable. Prizes subject to availability.

 10.  All judges’ decisions are final. Winners to be determined at judges’ discretion.

 11.  Participation in this contest grants Labrada Nutrition the irrevocable license to use the name, testimonial, diet, workout, 
pictures, and any other information related to the contestants participation in the contest for promotional and 
advertising purposes. All information and materials submitted become sole and exclusive property of Labrada Nutrition. 
Participants’ scores are confidential and will not be disclosed.

 12.  Contestants and their trainers who participate in the contest agree that their relationship is independent of Labrada 
Nutrition and the Lean Body® Challenge.

 13.  Contestants and their trainers agree to indemnify Labrada Nutrition and the Lean Body® Challenge, their officers, 
directors, employees, agents, and all judges (collectively “Labrada Nutrition”) for all legal costs, including attorneys fees, 
in the event that Labrada Nutrition is named in, or threatened to be named in, any lawsuit, arbitration, mediation, or 
other legal or equitable action arising from their participation in the contest.

 14. Reasons for disqualification include (but are not limited to):

   • Incomplete Entry  • Missing Contest Deadlines 
   • Missing or Improper Pictures • Invalid Contact Information

 15.  For the “Grand Prize Winner (Overall Grand Champion)” and “1st Place Winners,” a cash refund for cost of Labrada 
products will be awarded up to $150.00.

 16.  You may enter the Challenge as many times as you want. Note: You will be judged according to your last “After” picture.

Labrada has the right to refuse any entry.

A link will be provided via email during week 12 on how and when to upload your challenge information. 
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